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Abstract
Cyber-physical systems (CPS) security, as a prevalent concern in all digital industries,
must be implemented on different levels of abstraction. For example, the development
of top-down approaches, e.g., security models and software architectures is equivalent
in importance to the development of bottom-up solutions like the design of new
protocols and languages. This thesis combines research in the field of CPS security
from both approaches and contributes to the security models of the two lighthouse
examples automotive software engineering and general password security.
Most existing countermeasures against cyberattacks, e.g., the use of message cryptography, concentrate on concrete attacks and do not consider the complexity of the
various access options offered by modern cyber-physical systems. This is mainly due
to a solution-oriented approach to security problems. The model-based technique
SAM (Security Abstraction Model) adds to the early phases of (automotive) software
architecture development by explicitly documenting attacks and managing them with
the appropriate security countermeasures. It additionally establishes the basis for
comprehensive security analysis techniques, e.g., already available attack assessment
methods. SAM thus contributes to an early, problem-oriented and solution-ignorant
understanding combining key stakeholder knowledge. This thesis provides a detailed
overview of SAM and the resulting analyses of our evaluation show that SAM puts the
security-by-design principle into practice by enabling collaboration between automotive system engineers, system architects and security experts. The application of SAM
aims to reduce costs, improve overall quality and gain competitive advantages. Based
on our evaluation results, SAM is highly suitable, comprehensible and complete to be
used in the industry.
The bottom-up approach focuses on the area of password hardening encryption (PHE)
services as introduced by Lai et al. at USENIX 2018. PHE is a password-based
key derivation protocol that involves an oblivious external crypto service for key
derivation. The security of PHE protects against offline brute-force attacks, even
when the attacker has full access to the data server. The obvious evolution of PHE
is the extension of the protocol to use multiple rate-limiters (guardians) to mitigate
the single point of failure introduced by the original scheme. In the second part
of this thesis, a general overview of the motivation and use cases of PHE is given,
along with a new formalization of the protocol to help the mentioned scalability and
availability issues. Moreover, an implementation of the resulting threshold-based
protocol is briefly explained and evaluated. Our implementation is furthermore tested
and evaluated in a novel use case featuring password hardened encrypted email.

3

Kurzdarstellung
Die IT-Sicherheit von Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), als ein vorherrschendes Anliegen in allen digitalen Industrien, muss auf verschiedenen Abstraktionsebenen
implementiert werden. Beispielsweise ist die Entwicklung von Top-Down-Ansätzen
anhand von Sicherheitsmodellen und Software-Architekturen gleichwertig mit der
Entwicklung von Bottom-up-Lösungen, sowie dem Design von neuen Protokollen und
Sprachen. Diese Arbeit kombiniert die Forschung auf dem Bereich der CPS-Sicherheit
aus beiden Ansätzen und trägt zu den Sicherheitsmodellen der beiden Leuchtturmbeispiele Automotive Software Engineering und allgemeiner Passwortsicherheit bei.
Die meisten bestehenden Gegenmaßnahmen gegen Cyber-Angriffe, z.B. der Einsatz von Kryptographie, konzentrieren sich auf konkrete Angriffe und berücksichtigen nicht die Komplexität der verschiedenen Zugriffsmöglichkeiten, die moderne
Cyber-Physical Systems bieten. Dies liegt vor allem an einer lösungsorientierten
Herangehensweise an Sicherheitsprobleme. Die modellbasierte Technik SAM (Security Abstraction Model) ergänzt die frühen Phasen der (automobilen) SoftwareArchitekturentwicklung, indem Angriffe explizit dokumentiert werden und entsprechende Sicherheits-Gegenmaßnahmen abgeleitet werden können. Es schafft zusätzlich die Basis für umfassende Sicherheitsanalysetechniken, z.B. bereits verfügbare
Angriffsbewertungs-Methoden. SAM trägt somit zu einem frühen, problem- und
lösungsorientiertem Verständnis bei, das wichtiges Stakeholder-Wissen kombiniert.
Diese Arbeit gibt einen detaillierten Überblick über SAM und die daraus resultierenden Analysen unserer Evaluation zeigen, dass SAM das Prinzip Security-by-Design
in die Praxis umsetzt, indem es die Zusammenarbeit zwischen Automobilsystemingenieuren, Systemarchitekten und Sicherheitsexperten ermöglicht. Die Anwendung
von SAM zielt darauf ab, Kosten zu reduzieren, die Gesamtqualität zu verbessern und
Wettbewerbsvorteile zu schaffen. Basierend auf den Evaluationsergebnissen ist SAM
dafür geeignet, um in der Industrie eingesetzt zu werden.
Der Bottom-up-Ansatz konzentriert sich auf den Bereich der Password Hardening Encryption (PHE) Services, wie sie von Lai et al. auf der USENIX 2018 vorgestellt wurden. PHE ist ein passwortbasiertes Schlüsselableitungsprotokoll, das einen verdeckten
externen Kryptodienst für die Schlüsselableitung verwendet. Die Sicherheit von PHE
schützt vor Offline-Brute-Force Angriffen, selbst wenn der Angreifer vollen Zugriff
auf den Datenserver hat. Die naheliegendste Weiterentwicklung von PHE ist die Erweiterung des Protokolls zur Verwendung mehrerer Rate-Limiter (Guardians), um den
Single Point of Failure des ursprünglichen Schemas zu eliminieren. Im zweiten Teil
dieser Arbeit wird ein allgemeiner Überblick über die Motivation und Anwendungsfälle von PHE gegeben, zusammen mit einer neuen Formalisierung des Protokolls,
um die erwähnten Probleme der Skalierbarkeit und Verfügbarkeit zu lösen. Außerdem
wird eine Implementierung des resultierenden threshold-basierten Protokolls kurz
erläutert und evaluiert. Die Implementierung wird darüber hinaus in einem neuartigen
Anwendungsfall PHEmail dargestellt.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Cyber-physical systems (CPS) security is a prevalent concern in all digital industries.
Every year, new scandals, breaches, attacks and vulnerabilities are published. The
industry is facing not only economic risks, but security risks in addition. This thesis
contributes solutions towards two pieces in the big puzzle of CPS security, namely
automotive software systems security (representing the lighthouse domain of CPS)
and, furthermore, password security in general (representing a most conservative
protection mechanism at the threshold of being broadly introduced in CPS security).
Cars are the ultimate cyber-physical system. Modern vehicles are interconnected
computer networks in which many electronic control units (ECUs) communicate with
one another and with the environment. Autonomous vehicles have a greater attack
potential than any previous individual mobility vehicle. This is primarily due to the
considerable communication demands of the vehicles, which on the one hand emerge
for reasons of functionality and safety, and on the other hand for reasons of comfort.
These convenience features are intended to attract new customers, but can also be
access points for new attacks [ZT19b]. Examples are wireless keyfob spoofing for
keyless entry systems, wirelessly controlling vehicles over mobile data networks or
product modification against the original equipment manufacturers’ (OEM) specification (e.g. performance tuning). Considering the fact that autonomous vehicles
will continue rather than reverse the trend towards more communication interfaces
for reasons of functionality, safety and comfort, collective research efforts in the
field of vehicle security are crucial. After all, human lives are at stake every time
these “driving computers” are the target of attacks. Driverless vehicles require communication interfaces to the environment, direct connections (e.g., Vehicle-to-X)
and connections to an original equipment manufacturer backend service or a cloud.
These communication connections could all be used as backdoors for attacks. Most
existing countermeasures against cyber-attacks, e.g., the use of message cryptography,
concentrate on concrete attacks and do not consider the complexity of the various
access options offered by modern vehicles. This is mainly due to a solution-oriented
approach to security problems.
Password security, in contrast, has not changed a lot in everyday lives of consumers.
The de facto way for logging into websites and services is still mostly done via simple
password authentication, making this the most vulnerable access option offered to
a potential attacker. Cryptographic inventions like public key cryptography, while
offering stronger protection, are still not widely used among end-users for authentication. In recent years, biometric authentication with, e.g., fingerprints or facial
recognition have become popular for mobile devices and applications, but are not
widely used either because the additional hardware that is necessary is not available
1

on all platforms, e.g., on traditional desktops. If a solution could offer strong security
properties together with high usability, that are contemporary and modern, overall
adoption for more secure authentication mechanisms would rise.

1.1

Motivation for this Thesis

The development of automobiles has been subject to constant change since the first
day. None of these changes, however, were as striking as the incorporation of software.
The introduction of software development processes in a domain formerly shaped by
(physical) engineering forced the industry to adopt software engineering processes to
that domain. Key principles of this shift revolve around reusability and saving costs.
Since the turn of the millennium, scientific contributions to software security of cars
have been published [Ame04, HCL04, WWP04]. Earlier publications are practically
non-existent due to the scarcity of software in vehicles back then. One of the first
systematic analyses of attacks on automotive (software) security [WWW07, p. 6f]
describes the prevailing attacks in the automotive sector as either theft or modification
of critical components: for example, an attacker would like to achieve financial gain
by stealing the car or valuable components. Modification refers to the car owner that
would like to change components (tuning), for example in order to increase the value
of the car (reduced mileage) or decrease it for taxation reasons (increased mileage).
The analysis also mentions that attackers want to steal competitors’ expertise and
intellectual property.
As far as security experts are concerned, it should be noted that car attackers do not
target cars the same way as they attack desktop computer systems, because cars use
different networks (CAN, LIN, K-Line, FlexRay, etc.), protocols (OBD2, ISO-TP,
UDS, DoIP, etc.) and architectures (e.g. AUTOSAR) [TGH+ 15, ZKC16]. In addition,
vehicles often contain obsolete legacy mechanisms with unsecure and unencrypted
protocols (e.g., Controller Area Network (CAN)) in their system design, because they
were originally not designed in accordance with today’s security principles [ISO09,
HE15]. Secure automotive network architectures were not prioritized in the past due
to the general prejudice that cars are secure due to their technical complexity (security
by obscurity). Sluggish development processes, lack of standard guidelines and
low societal pressure, due to little attack experience in practice, lead to a rather slow
transformation of automotive development processes, which systematically implement
security by design. Most existing countermeasures against cyber-attacks, e.g., the use
of message cryptography for encrypting, authenticating or randomizing vehicle-level
network messages, focus on concrete attacks and do not consider the complexity of the
access options offered by modern vehicles, as shown by our study in 2019. [ZT19c].
In password security, on the other hand, techniques like memory-hard functions for
password-based key derivation like Argon2, PBKDF2 and scrypt can be used as a
countermeasure against cyber-attacks to strengthen password security but usually with
the downside of a significant cost in speed. Password hardened encryption (PHE)
services [LER+ 18a] are a novel approach to decentralized and trustless password
authentication that keeps data secure even in case of a data breach. Our research
in this area focused on improving PHE in terms of availability and speed. Using
PHE, user behavior does not need to change and service providers do not have access
to user-specific keys as they are independently generated on-the-fly when a user is
logged in. Through zero-knowledge (zk) proofs for password authentication, PHE
can be used to instantiate trustless ways for online authentication and encryption that
go way beyond the contributions of the original publication.
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1.2

Research Questions and Contributions

The research questions surrounding the first part of the thesis are 1) defining the
security shortcomings of current automotive design and implementation techniques
and 2) how to contribute to the software engineering process to help define and capture
software security principles in a model-based language that can be used by software
architects, software engineers and security experts alike.
Our main contribution in the first part of this thesis is the model-based Security
Abstraction Model (SAM). It adds to the early phases of (automotive) software architecture development by explicitly documenting attacks and managing them with
the appropriate security countermeasures. It additionally establishes the basis for
comprehensive security analysis techniques, e.g., already available attack assessment
methods. SAM thus contributes to an early, problem-oriented and solution-ignorant
understanding combining key stakeholder knowledge. An evaluation of this security
technology using interviews with industry experts and a grounded theory analysis
proves the applicability of our approach. The resulting analyses of this evaluation
show that SAM puts the security-by-design principle into practice by enabling collaboration between automotive system engineers, system architects and security experts.
The application of SAM aims to reduce costs, improve overall quality and gain competitive advantages. Based on our evaluation results, SAM is highly suitable and
comprehensible.
In the second part of this thesis, we will offer a deep investigation of today’s security
holes surrounding encryption services and examine how the original PHE scheme can
be improved in scalability, availability, speed and decentralization. We furthermore
introduce an innovative application of PHE in a systems environment example that
can be easily deployed for a higher adoption of encrypted email communication.

1.3

Publications

This thesis is based on the author’s following peer-reviewed publications:
Part I is based on “SAM: a Security Abstraction Model for Automotive Software
Systems” [ZTK18], “Attacks on Machine Learning : Lurking Danger for Accountability” [ATZ19], “UnCle SAM : Modeling Cloud Attacks with the Automotive Security
Abstraction Model” [ZT19b], “What Today’s Serious Cyber Attacks on Cars Tell Us:
Consequences for Automotive Security and Dependability” [ZT19c], and “Reaching
Grey Havens: Industrial Automotive Security Modeling with SAM” [ZT19a].
Furthermore, the results in the first part are in collaboration with Katja Auernhammer
and Ramin Tavakoli Kolagari, who is one of the supervisors of this thesis.
Part II is based on “Threshold Password-Hardened Encryption Services” [BEL+ 20].
The results of Chapter 7 are part of a joint collaboration with Julian Brost, Christoph
Egger, Russel W. F. Lai, Fritz Schmid and Dominique Schröder, who is also a supervisor. Chapter 7 only includes parts of the publication that are directly contributed by
the author of this thesis.

1.4

How to read this Thesis

As mentioned above, this thesis is divided into two parts: The first part tackles
Software Security Engineering for Automotive Systems. The second part is about
3

extending Password Hardening Encryption (PHE) services. The two parts are loosely
related and can be read independently.
The first part is structured as follows: In Chapter 2 we highlight cyber-physical systems security with the example of state-of-the-art automotive security techniques and
explain the automotive software systems engineering process. We furthermore define
some test criteria and quality criteria for systematically analyzing current automotive network protocols. Common automotive attack scenarios are used to explain
the shortcomings of current solutions and are the foundation for our contribution.
Our innovative contribution for model-based security in the automotive domain is
introduced in Chapter 3 and evaluated in Chapter 4. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the
first part of this thesis in form of a discussion.
The second part is structured as follows: First, an introductory overview of current
encryption services and techniques is given in Chapter 6, along with explanations of
their shortcomings against, primarily, brute-force resistance. Moreover, we discuss
the state of the art for Password Hardened Encryption Services for selected use cases.
Chapter 7 describes our contribution for improving and scaling PHE with a scalable
and more decentralized approach. Additionally, we introduce a novel application
use case, using PHE in form of a case study for password hardened encrypted mail
communication in Chapter 8. The second part also concludes with a discussion in
Chapter 9.
Finally, a general conclusion of the thesis can be found in Chapter 10.

4

Part I
Automotive Software Systems Security
Engineering

5

Chapter 2
Cyber-Physical Systems Security
In this thesis, the automotive sector is used as a lighthouse example for cyber-physical
systems security. This section starts by describing the state of the art in automotive
security along all phases of the V-Model [DHM98], according to common software
engineering practice. Specifically, we describe the automotive software systems
engineering development process and the modeling standards used in the industry.
We discuss the available security standards and common automotive attack scenarios,
along with some criticism, that results from those scenarios.

2.1

State of the Art in Automotive Security

Parts of this section were published by the author of this thesis in the International
Journal on Advances in Security IARIA 2019 [ZT19a].
The automotive core development process is organized according to the traditional
software engineering V-Model. Each phase of the V-Model stands for a coherent set
of process steps in which a set of artifacts are produced. The phases are logically
organized instead of temporally. In the system analysis phase, requirements are
elicited and documented, in the system design phase, a logical, function-oriented
architectural structure is developed that is the basis for both the hardware and software
development phases, which results in the implementation of the automotive system. In
the following, we discuss the current state of the art for security techniques along the
V-Model as a common software engineering practice. For that, we will differentiate
between the four major phases of software engineering, namely analysis phase, design
phase, implementation phase and software test. Moreover, we will also touch on the
topic of security techniques during maintenance, since this is part of the extended
V-Model.

2.1.1

Security Techniques in Analysis Phase

In the system analysis phase, requirements are elicited and documented. The current
state of the practice for security techniques in this phase is to capture requirements
from a specification or textual annotations of the system model. Security experts
identify threats and vulnerabilities of a system, while software engineers fix bugs and
implement security functionality, e.g., cryptographic functions. System architects
define the architecture of the system (i.e., the software and hardware topology),
taking—among other things—security requirements into consideration.
Our case study [ZTK18] has shown that textual annotations cannot fully explain
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security scenarios in a detailed, yet compact manner. The technical details and the
relevance of the threat get lost because the software engineers could not decide for
what purpose or security goal textual notes were intended. Security has an inner
complexity, especially considering the requirements entailed. Requirements alone
are not sufficient. System architects and security experts need to be able to mutually
annotate the same model. Only then they can make the necessary adjustments to
the system’s architecture. A better practice is to define a set of security goals and
systematically derive security requirements from a common architecture model and
reference architectures.
Threat modeling and risk assessment is a basis for security requirements. Studies
like Kadhirvelan’s work [KSR14] have shown that new processes, standards, methods
and tools are necessary for evaluating the security and safety of software-intensive
automotive systems.
Results of the analysis phase (mostly requirements) are then used in the design phase
to deduce attack vectors and think of solutions according to derived requirements.

2.1.2

Security Techniques in Design Phase

In the system design phase, a logical, function-oriented architectural structure is
developed utilizing the requirements (for both software and hardware) from the
analysis phase. Many design decisions can be derived from knowing, analyzing or
building different attack vectors a potential adversary has to target the system.
Attack vectors are a path or means by which an adversary can gain unauthorized
access to a target system [TW17] or which hurts one or more security goals. Attack
vectors can be identified and extracted via attack trees. Attack trees can be used to
illustrate complex attack structures. The root of an attack tree describes the main
goal or motivation of an attack, e.g., controlling certain functions of the target vehicle.
Every sub-attack needs to be completed in order to fulfill the parent attack in the tree.
The leafs of the attack tree are atomic actions or conditions. A complete path from
one of the leaves to the root of the tree represents a concrete attack vector.
Moreover, security techniques in design phase utilize various systems for attack
rating and threat analyses. Those techniques, e.g., the CVSS [mel], allow for an early
evaluation of essential security measures. The CVSS is an acclaimed industry standard
for rating vulnerabilities in computer systems. The CVSS bundles the result of threat
analyses via multiple different metrics, e.g., attack complexity, security goal impacts,
etc. and produces a numerical score reflecting its severity. Forcing developers to think
about attack vectors and vulnerability already in design phase and conducting a CVSS
analysis, ensures that errors are detected early. This way, expensive corrections can
be prevented from the beginning. Unfortunately, this is not the case. The current
state of the practice shows that OEMs forego this analysis at an early stage. We are
trying to contribute to this problem with the solution approach presented in this thesis.
Alongside CVSS—which is not per-se automotive related—more scoring systems
exist, e.g., the SecL levels from the SAHARA method [MHS+ 15].
Another significant design choice is how modern vehicles communicate criticaland safety-relevant commands between different types of ECUs. The most popular
broadcast network used for communication—even today—is the CAN bus [Bos91].
CAN bus messages are unencrypted and unsigned by default, because back in the
80s—when CAN was designed—automotive security was not perceived a major issue.
Remote exploitation of a single ECU item on the CAN bus causes a major security
threat because it allows an attacker to send valid (and potentially harmful) messages
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over the bus to critical parts of the vehicle’s ECU network. More technical details and
shortcomings of the CAN bus and other automotive protocols is later explained and
analyzed in Section 2.3 of this thesis.
Modern vehicles have a tremendous amount of remote attack surfaces like wireless
protocols, mobile application support and more. Examples of specific remote technologies are the passive anti-theft system (PATS), tire pressure monitoring systems
(TPMS), remote keyless entry (RKE), Bluetooth, radio data systems (3G, 4G, LTE,
5G, etc.), Wi-Fi and telematics. Typically, infotainment systems tend to feature Internet access and support for third-party applications. Various attacks [MV15] have
shown that adversaries are able to cause serious threats by compromising a vehicle’s
ECU (or adding an external device) and sending malicious CAN commands to the
devices listening on the bus. Once the adversary has the ability to send arbitrary CAN
messages, she is able to control the braking system, engine behavior, the air vents,
(un-)lock the doors, etc. Therefore, there is a strong need to secure the vehicle before
the adversary can gain access to the CAN bus. If the adversary has access to the
powertrain, the battle is over.
Common countermeasure decisions in design phase consider network bus separation.
By conceptually and physically separating safety-relevant ECUs from the remaining
network system, many attack vectors can be mitigated. In reality, many ECUs are still
connected physically, but are being separated through higher protocol abstractions,
e.g., Unified Diagnostic Service (UDS) or virtualized applications. Those happen in
implementation phase.

2.1.3

Security Techniques in Implementation Phase

According to the V-Model, the proposed countermeasures are deployed in the implementation phase.
On the hardware side, implementation may differ by different physical bus systems
and wiring. If one or some of these applications or services become vulnerable to
hacking attacks over the network, an adversary might be able to control a crucial
participant in the physical network of the vehicle: the CAN bus. Another approach
in the automotive domain is Automotive Ethernet, though, it is not expected to fully
replace the CAN bus. CAN will continue to exist as a low-cost component, for
example for connecting low-cost and computationally weak actuators and sensors
with their corresponding ECUs or gateways, rather than be used as the main powertrain.
As of today, the LIN-bus (Local Interconnect Network) is used for this type (low-cost,
low-risk) of connection.
Cost is a limiting factor as well, when it comes to implementing expensive hardware
into the vehicle. Automobile manufacturers prefer to spend more money on the
salaries of programmers (fixed costs; used for entire fleet) rather than spending a cent
more on a hardware part of a vehicle (variable costs; for each vehicle) because of the
huge market scale. This means that hardware modules like TPMs (Trusted Platform
Modules) are unattractive (cost, weight, space) as a key storing solution for each and
every communicating part in the vehicle.
On software side, different protocol variations can be used to implement security
measures. Some network protocols like ISO-TP, UDS and OBD2 are on a higher level
of abstraction that remedy a few shortcomings of CAN. Figure 2.1 illustrates selected
automotive protocols discussed in this dissertation in the ISO/OSI reference model.
Please see Section 2.3 for a more detailed analysis of the mentioned protocols.
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Figure 2.1. Selected automotive protocols classified in the ISO/OSI reference model. Protocols that
were part of our detailed technical analysis are bold.

Although the CAN specification describes CAN as unencrypted by default, a sound
solution for encryption and authentication is necessary to ensure a safe and secure
distribution of critical new software over this public channel. In the automotive
domain, there are not only software updates to consider, but hardware updates as well.
If a workshop, for instance, replaces one of the brakes in a vehicle, they might also
replace the corresponding ECU. In that scenario, how will the new cryptographic
key (for message cryptography) be obtained? Common key distribution techniques
like the Diffie-Hellman key exchange [DH76] are difficult to implement, since many
of the smaller network participants are low-cost and computationally weak ECUs.
These ECUs often do not feature enough memory or CPU power to perform those
cryptographic algorithms and methods. Message cryptography on the CAN bus is not
only hard to realize due to the strong network complexity, where key distribution is
a difficult problem, but because an adversary in control of an ECU also gets access
to the keys stored on that device. For some parts of the vehicle, where stronger
threat models are required, e.g., keyless entry systems, emerging technologies like
Password Hardened Encryption (PHE) services [LER+ 18b] are promising candidates
for securing system components where classic challenge-and-response techniques are
insufficient. Protocol implementations of UDS, for example, feature a security seed
mechanism that hinders attackers from getting advanced security access. It is shown,
however, that weak ciphers or a badly executed implementation of such protocols still
allow for successful attacks, e.g., shown by Garcia et al. [GOKP16].

2.1.4

Security Techniques during Software Test

The implemented countermeasures for the attack vectors analyzed in design phase are
tested during software test. Software test in the V-Model verifies that the software is
built according to the specification given by the client. Additionally, security testing
techniques are quite different to classic software test. Mostly—as is later shown in the
evaluation section—security techniques are not even part of the software engineering
process. Penetration testing and vulnerability assessments are familiar techniques
to check a system for vulnerabilities and security measures. Currently, OEMs are
starting to integrate those techniques into their existing processes. Known penetration
testing techniques are to reverse engineer bus network traffic or disassembling ECU
firmware images trying to get access to keys, secrets or specific messages.
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2.1.5

Security Techniques during Maintenance

Vehicles have to be maintained and tested after delivery, thus over-the-air (OTA)
updates are important, albeit challenging, because there is no secure OTA interface,
yet. A clever solution, like PHE with an authentication scheme could resolve this
issue. In addition, a fully secured and encrypted system excludes workshops and
third-party service providers, which require open access, e.g., for resetting error codes,
etc.
OTA updates are most often pulled and received via the infotainment unit, which has
access to a 4G, LTE or 5G broadband connection. From there, each and every ECU
that needs to receive an update has to get the new firmware or software patch from
the infotainment unit via the CAN bus. Rolling out sensitive data, especially new
firmware or security patches in case of OTA updates over the CAN bus is incredibly
critical and a major liability. OEM updates must be checked and validated before they
can be deployed to the range of ECUs connected to the CAN bus. Faulty network
configurations and the lack of authentication checks for OTA updates and patches
increase the risk of cloud and botnet attacks, e.g., Mirai [KKSV17]. Basically, cloud
features and OTA updates have to be considered skeptically from the start. Even
if the distribution source of the software is the OEM, attacks are still possible. A
potential attacker might have found a way to distribute his malware over the OEM’s
infrastructure (e.g., their servers) and as a result a trust problem arises. It is fair to
assume that any kind of roll-out (software updates, cloud data) is untrusted until the
key distribution problem has been solved. Even if a solution for key distribution in
heterogeneous CAN bus networks is developed, the number of remote attack vectors
will rise harshly in comparison to the number of direct attack vectors.

2.2

Automotive Software Systems Engineering

This section gives an overview of automotive software systems engineering with a
special focus on modeling automotive systems according to EAST-ADL and AUTOSAR, two major international automotive standards. It is necessary to understand
the specifics of the automotive software development process in general and the
(meta)modeling approach applied by EAST-ADL and AUTOSAR in particular to
understand the remainder of the thesis. A reader knowledgeable in the automotive
software development process can skip this section.

2.2.1

Automotive Core Development Process

The automotive core development process is organized according to the traditional
software engineering V-Model [JB99]. The core development process reflects the fact
that automotive systems are typically embedded—with specific demands on hardware
and software—by a parallel illustration of the product development on hardware and
software level, according to the respective structure in the ISO26262 standard [Int09],
an international standard for functional safety of automotive systems. Each phase
of the V-Model stands for a coherent set of process steps in which a set of artifacts
are produced. The phases are logically organized, not temporally. In the System
Analysis phase, requirements are elicited and documented, in the System Design
phase, a logical, function-oriented architectural structure is developed that is the basis
for both the hardware and software development phases, which finally results in the
implementation of the automotive system. The descending branches of the “Vs” cover
constructive phases of the system development process: an artifact produced in a
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Figure 2.2. EAST-ADL abstraction layers and extensions [BLH+ 13]

lower phase (concrete artifact) must be compliant to all artifacts produced in the
immediate upper phase (abstract artifacts), i.e., concrete artifacts are validated by
abstract artifacts. Ascending branches of the “Vs” cover verification and integration
phases. The core development process is accompanied by a set of supporting processes
like functional safety, configuration, change, requirements management etc., but these
processes are not in the scope of this dissertation.
According to the SAE J 3601 ‘Cyber-security Guidebook for Cyber-Physical Vehicle
Systems’, which was published in 2016, security affects the entire development,
production and operation process of automotive systems. This is described in explicit
analogy to ISO 26262, the functional safety standard in the automotive sector, and
results directly from the rule that security must be considered at the system design
stage (“security by design”). With regard to concrete instructions in terms of the
techniques to be used, the standard is fairly reserved, but in relation to model-based
automotive system development, J 3601 refers in Appendices A-C to techniques for
threat analysis and risk assessment, threat modeling and vulnerability analysis (e.g.,
attack trees) and explains when these should be used. The referenced techniques are
relevant to the early stages of development in that they can be linked to requirements
and design specifications by their illustrative (attack trees), table-based, use-casebased and misuse case-based character. The development of threats and related
information is typically performed by the STRIDE threat modeling technique aiming
to identify early possible security problems that may happen during the operation of a
system. This approach makes sense and is helpful even today, but what is true for this
approach is the same as for security modeling for enterprise systems: these approaches
are not integrated into the architecture modeling of the respective domain. Thus, it is
not possible to identify the iterative cross-relationships between the architecture and
security.
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2.2.2

Modeling Automotive Systems with EAST-ADL and AUTOSAR

EAST-ADL [BLH+ 13] is a language to describe system architectures of automotive
software-intensive systems by an information model that represents technical information in a standardized way. Aspects covered include vehicle functions and features
as well as functional and hardware architecture. The EAST-ADL model is structured
in abstraction levels, with each sub-model representing the complete embedded system in relevant details of the respective abstraction level. The architecture models
can be translated to various software architectures, including AUTOSAR [AUT18],
JasPar [SAE+ 04] and in-house frameworks.
The Technical Feature Model describes the system at the topmost level of abstraction
and does not constitute an architecture. It is developed in the analysis phases (System
Analysis, Hardware Analysis, Software Analysis) together with the corresponding
requirements. The FunctionalAnalysisArchitecture is developed in the
System Design phase. The HardwareDesignArchitecture is developed in the
Hardware Design phase and the FunctionalDesignArchitecture is developed in the Software Design phase. The AUTOSAR specification of the automotive
system is produced in the Software Implementation phase. The semi-formal modeling
language EAST-ADL is described and explained by a language specification. This
specification presents all language features, i.e., all notions, their essential meanings,
interrelationships, applicable uses and constraints. Essentially, this specification could
be described in a natural language (only fully formal languages require a logical/mathematical specification) but it is common practice to describe the language specification
model-based as well. The model that is used to specify a language resides on the
so-called meta-level (abbreviated M2); therefore, the concrete language specification
model is called the meta-model. This meta-model comprises the aforementioned
precise definition of the language. A concrete model of a system that makes use of
the entities set forth in the meta-model resides on the type-level (abbreviated M1,
sometimes also called User Models). Selected meta-model entities are instantiated
and populated with concrete values, if necessary.
AUTOSAR [AUT18] is an international consortium formed by all major OEMs, suppliers, and tool vendors with the aim to develop a standard for automotive software
architectures, i.e., a language specification (M2) for implementation modules. These
implementation modules are called Software-Components and are used to encapsulate
runnables, which are elementary C functions. The approach of AUTOSAR is to
abstract away from all (irrelevant) details, hiding them in a Runtime Environment;
in doing so, the system engineer is able to develop an application on the system
level, and the complete car—with its complex underlying hardware topology—acts
seemingly as a single computer. The AUTOSAR Adaptive Platform [AUTb] goes one
step further than the traditional approach (AUTOSAR Classic) and implements the
Runtime Environment (RTE) for adaptive applications, which will become increasingly relevant with the perspective of (fully) autonomous automotive systems in near
future. This platform uses virtual machines instead of embedded systems and its RTE
dynamically links services and clients during runtime. The Adaptive Platform also
features a dedicated component “Security Management”, which is responsible for the
cryptography stack, identity and access management, secure communication, and a
protected runtime environment [AUTb, p.7]. Furthermore, it offers protection against
memory corruption attacks, horizontal isolation through virtual memory and OS-level
visualization, and vertical isolation (i.e., “sandboxing”).
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2.3

Systematic Security Analysis of Current Automotive Network Protocols

This section includes definitions, concepts and implementation details of automotive
network protocols that are then systematically analyzed in terms of their security
impact and implications for automotive software development. Although it is not
strictly necessary to understand the detailed specifications of the protocols, it is
mandatory for readers of this thesis to understand the shortcomings and limitations
that the following protocols cause in automotive systems. These protocols are—
even still today—used and implemented in the majority of vehicles on the road and
vehicles that are currently in development. The protocols discussed in the following
subsections were chosen because they are widely implemented and the lifespan or
vehicles life/usage expectancies range between 9-17 years on average. Considering
that older cars will not necessarily disappear from the streets once the previous owners
decide to replace them with newer models, expectancies are that older vehicles that use
outdated and more vulnerable software versions will stay in the crosshair of malicious
adversaries.
Therefore, the following security analyis of automotive network protocols should also
be viewed in such a way that the results will also play a role in the future, even if new
technologies will come into the market.
Note: In the following subsections, numerous listings are shown for protocol interactions using a Unix shell. Lines prefixed with a Dollar-sign ($) are actual commands.
Lines not prefixed with $ are output lines. Bordered listings are colored and represent
interactions with the scapy read-eval-print-loop (REPL).

2.3.1

CAN

ISO/OSI layers: Physical Layer and Data Link Layer
The Controller Area Network (CAN) protocol is a specification developed by Bosch
in 1983. It allows for simple communication signals over a differential wired-AND
signal bus. The two signals are defined as CAN high (CAN HI) and CAN low (CAN
LO). If an electric signal is applied to both CAN HI and CAN LO, the resulting bit
will be a recessive 1 data bit, otherwise it will be a dominant 0 data bit.
CAN Frames Analogue to the structure of IP packets in the TCP/IP protocol, CAN
uses frames for building and transmitting messages on the bus. CAN frames store
three major pieces of information:
• Arbitration ID - what is the message for?
• Data Length Code - how long is the data?
• Data - what is the content of the message?
Fig. 2.3 shows an example of a complete CAN frame.
The following listing is an example of simulated CAN bus messages on a virtual CAN
(vcan) bus interface using the open-source can-utils [can].
vcan0
vcan0
vcan0
vcan0
vcan0

49C
7CD
655
49E
5D0

[6]
[7]
[8]
[7]
[4]

63
9F
6A
82
A6

AD
A3
A8
5D
71

13

67
54
AD
74
35

56
75
2D
25
05

3C
5B
01
37

94
15 0C
A9 97 15
2A CC

Figure 2.3. CAN-Frame — Source: [SF16]

vcan0
vcan0
vcan0
vcan0

471
7D8
730
234

[5]
[3]
[8]
[8]

BA
97
86
09

11
ED
44
60

AB 38 9E
11
C9 01 CD CB 90 7A
8D 2E 02 12 23 4A

As shown above, CAN frames are encoded in hexadecimal format and most tools are
using this format to send and receive frames on the bus. The [number] shows the
message length in bytes.
If readers of this thesis want to experiment with the open standard surrounding the
CAN protocol, the can-utils package can be installed locally on a Linux box. When
using Debian or Ubuntu-based distributions, can-utils can be easily installed via ‘sudo
apt install can-utils’. For local testing, a virtual CAN network interface (vcan) can be
set up as follows:
$ modprobe v c a n
$ s u d o i p l i n k add dev v c a n 0 t y p e v c a n
$ s u d o i p l i n k s e t up v c a n 0
Message Arbitration The most significant property of CAN frames is the arbitration
of messages. Because the dominant bits are zeros and each CAN frame starts with
an arbitration ID, CAN messages can be prioritized to other messages in terms of
their importance. Most often, importance of a message depends on the function or
the recipient of the message. For example, a message that is meant to send a critical
signal to the braking system is most certainly prefixed with a higher priority (low
binary representation) than a logging message that is not safety- or time-critical with
a lower priority (higher binary representation).
If an adversary gets physical or remote access to the main CAN network, e.g., via
remote code execution through a vulnerability in the vehicle’s infotainment system,
he or she can send arbitrary CAN messages to the bus without any authentication.
In the following example, we are using cansend, a command-line utility provided
by can-utils to send a top-priority CAN message (with arbitration id=000) to the bus
interface:
$ c a n s e n d v c a n 0 000#AFFE
Explanation: cansend is a tool that can be used to send messages to a connected
network interface given as the first argument (vcan0). The message is passed as a
second argument in the format id#data.
The resulting signal on the bus will be:
vcan0

000

[2]

AF FE
14

Notice that the data length code (DLC) will be automatically set when using cansend
for sending messages and monitoring output with candump or any other network
monitoring tool like Wireshark.
Message Spamming In theory, a malicious attacker could spam the CAN bus with
high-priority messages (e.g., setting id=000 and data=0000000000000000) in a high
frequency in order to perform a denial-of-service attack on the bus. That would
cause all other messages (even safety-critical) messages to be dropped, since the bus
would be clogged with high-priority spam. In practice, however, this is fortunately
not that easy. Main-gateway ECUs and other intelligent hardware modules come
with watchdogs that detect simple rogue behavior like the spamming of messages
and block the sending interface or simply ignore these messages. But as soon as
an attacker manages to alter the spammed messages in a way that interferes with
stock vehicle functions, spamming attacks can still cause harm or malfunctions in a
vehicle’s system. For older vehicle systems, that do not detect (and prevent) messsage
spamming on the CAN bus, this is a common and effective attack vector, allowing
for more follow-up attacks. Section 2.4 depicts more automotive attack scenarios
like this one. On modern vehicle systems, however, message spamming is not easily
possible, at least when connecting over OBD, since the first reachable ECU is the
main gateway ECU, that blocks malformed or spammed messages from reaching
safety- or security-critical systems. Nevertheless, attackers can establish a message
tunnel for passing through malicious messages over the gateway ECU when security
access is breached. This too will be later be described in more detail in this section.
Reverse-Engineering of CAN Bus Messages One of the most severe attack methods
on the CAN bus is reverse-engineering of arbitrary messages. In a vehicle, arbitration
IDs are bound to function or recipient ECU / actor and do not change during runtime
or even across multiple vehicles of the same product line. Meaning, if an adversary
manages to reverse engineer messages and arbitration IDs for a specific vehicle,
intelligence on that specific type or model of a vehicle can be made publicly available
over the internet or such. This is a gaping hole and one of the biggest flaws in cybersecurity design of automotive systems, that is possible even today with the majority
of vehicles [Smi16]. For example, if the arbitration ID 188 is used for turn signals,
an adversary who has access to the network can easily monitor all frequent IDs and
deduct consequences, e.g. that message data 01 is used for sending the turn-left signal
and 02 sends the turn-right signal. Sometimes, messages are so simple to reverse,
that adversaries can simply guess message data. In the mentioned example, sending
03 to the ID 188 would result in sending the correct message to turn on the warn
signal of the vehicle. This example can be reproduced by using the instrument cluster
simulation (ICSim) demo application by Craig Smith [ICS].

2.3.2

FlexRay

FlexRay is a more expensive alternative to CAN and therefore implemented in fewer
car models. Similar to Ethernet, it supports a star-topology, where a FlexRay hub is
needed as a centralized entity that needs to be active for other nodes to communicate.
What CAN describes as frames, FlexRay calls cycles. Cycles consist of four parts, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.4. The actual layout of a FlexRay packet is shown in Fig. 2.5.
Due to the lack of open-source available tools and implementations of FlexRay
diagnostic software, further analyses and investigations of the FlexRay protocol are
out of scope for this thesis. The following protocol analyses are focused on iterations
built on top of the classic CAN protocol anyway. At this time, because the FlexRay
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Figure 2.4. Structure of a FlexRay cycle - Source: [SF16]

Figure 2.5. FlexRay packet layout - Source: [SF16]

consortium disbanded in 2009, it all points to Automotive Ethernet (see Section 2.3.5)
being chosen by the industry as the replacement for FlexRay.

2.3.3

ISO-TP

ISO/OSI layers: Transport Layer
ISO-TP is a standardized protocol for sending packets over CAN, according to the
ISO 15765-2 norm. Packets that are sent via ISO-TP can hold longer message content
by chaining CAN frames together with a small overhead at the start of each message.
While regular CAN frames can only be 8-bytes of total message size, ISO-TP messages
can be chained to up to 4095 bytes of message space and are often used for long
messages or diagnostic services, e.g., like UDS described later in Section 2.3.4. This
is to be expected due to the ISO/OSI layered architecture: ISO/TP is a layer above the
data link layer.
Message Flow ISO-TP encapsulated messages are prefixed with an overhead byte for
signaling the start or continuation of a message chain. It is possible to send a single
CAN frame via ISO-TP.

Figure 2.6. Message flow of a single ISO-TP message

For longer messages, the ISO-TP prefix bytes are used to signal the start of a longer
multi-frame message. This first frame must be confirmed by the recipient of the
message destination via a flow control frame to allow for consecutive frames. Hence,
ISO-TP is a permissioned protocol, only allowing longer payloads to be sent when
the receiver sends the flow control message.
The following ISO-TP codes are valid:
• Single Frame (normal CAN frame, length must be prefixed)
• First Frame (0x10 + 0x...)
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• Consecutive Frame (0x21, 0x22, 0x23, ...)
• Flow Control (0x30 0x00 0x00)

Figure 2.7. Message flow of a multi-parted ISO-TP message

Advantages and Implications The biggest advantage over regular CAN frames is
the ability to attach source-destination identifiers to messages and the possibility
for extended addressing. Devices connected to the CAN-bus can connect and listen
to ISO-TP source- and destination-addresses to send and receive messages on that
message space. Some of these addresses are even standardized across manufacturers,
e.g., for getting the vehicle identification number (VIN) of a vehicle.
Unfortunately, the source- and destination address spaces can easily be probed via a
simple routine to scan for valid address spaces and allow adversaries to quickly gather
intel on a fresh vehicle. Moreover, probing ISO-TP addresses will not be punished
(e.g., via rate-limiting), so a rogue device on the bus can use brute-force scanning of
addresses over longer periods of time without being detected.
Experimenting with ISO-TP and scapy scapy [Bio05] is an open-source Pythonbased interactive packet manipulation program and library and supports automotive
protocols like ISO-TP and UDS since 2018. It can be used to rapidly prototype ISOTP scanners, probers, etc. and supports multiple hardware-interfaces for connecting
to vehicles’ networks via USB/DB9-interfaces.
For example, building a message from the source-identifier 100 and sending to the
destination-identifier 200 via the scapy-shell looks like this:
>>> conf.contribs[’ISOTP’] = {’use-can-isotp-kernel-module’: True}
>>> load_contrib("isotp")
>>> ISOTP(data=b"This is an ISOTP message", src=0x100, dst=0x200)
<ISOTP data=’This is an ISOTP message’ |>
>>> _.fragment()
[<CAN identifier=0x200 data=’\x10\x18This i’ |>,
<CAN identifier=0x200 data=’!s an IS’ |>,
<CAN identifier=0x200 data=’"OTP mes’ |>,
<CAN identifier=0x200 data=’#sage’ |>]

By using the _.f ragment() statement, we can see that the actual underlying CAN
frames look like expected: The arbitration ID (in this case the destination address) is
set to 200, the first message is prefixed with 0x10 and the total length of the message
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(0x18) and every consecutive message is prefixed with the (here ASCII-encoded)
message codes.

2.3.4

Unified Diagnostic Services (UDS)

ISO/OSI layers: Session Layer and Application Layer
Unified Diagnostic Services (UDS) was originally designed as an application-layer
protocol according to ISO 14229 provide a uniform way to query the vehicle’s system
for diagnostics and other services like software flashing, etc. UDS features some
special operation commands to make specific vehicle information available. Although
the operation codes are uniform across different vehicles and manufacturers, the
use of UDS is entirely optional and even in the case it is used, the message content
can vary between different implementations, as OEMs extend UDS with proprietary
substructures, like e.g., BMW does. Broadcasts are implemented through special
ISO-TP endpoints.
Message Flow Message trees are used to access substructures, as illustrated in Fig. 2.8:
UDS

RC

ID 1

ID 2

ID 3

RDBI

ID 1

ID 2

ID 3

WDBI

ID 1

ID 2

Figure 2.8. Example of UDS message tree

On the first substructure of the message tree above, the three example substructures
are RC (Routine Control), RDBI (Read Data By Identifier) and WDBI (Write Data
By Identifier). This first level is referred to as services and are prefixed as a first byte
in a UDS frame. Request services have all hexadecimal values between 0x00 and
0x3D and between 0x80 and 0xBF . Positive response services are reserved between
0x40 and 0x7D and between 0xC0 and 0xF F . If a request service returns a positive
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response, the response service is the hexadecimal sum of the request service ID and
0x40. A negative response service always returns 0x7F .
A list of all UDS services can be found in the appendix of this thesis in Section A.1.
One effective way to probe for services is to just scan for all possible values and
check if the result equals +0x40. Notice for example, that message ID 0x27 (SecurityAccess) returns—if valid—the positive response service 0x67(= 0x27 + 0x40)
(SecurityAccessPositiveResponse). For regular request services, this usually is a
zero-to-low footprint method for information retrieval and gathering intel.
In general, interacting with the UDS protocol is query-based and read-only, as the
following example illustrates with some basic UDS requests with scapy:
Explanatory note: ISOTPNativeSockets use the .sr1() method to send and receive 1
message on the desired socket
>>> load.contrib("automotive.uds")
>>> load.contrib("isotp")
>>> socket = ISOTPNativeSocket("slcan0", did=0x610, sid=0x6F1,
extended_addr=0x10,
extended_rx_addr=0xF1, basecls=
UDS)
>>> # Sending a soft (resetType=0x1) RESET signal to the ECU:
>>> socket.sr1(UDS()/UDS_ER(resetType=0x1), verbose=False)
<UDS service=ECUResetPositiveResponse |<UDS_ERPR resetType=
hardReset |>>
>>> # Sending the TesterPresent signal to the ECU:
>>> socket.sr1(UDS()/UDS_TP(), verbose=False)
<UDS service=TesterPresentPositiveResponse |<UDS_TPPR
zeroSubFunction=0 |>>
>>> # Reading Data at Identifier 0x1000:
>>> socket.sr1(UDS()/UDS_RDBI(identifiers=[0x1000]),verbose=False)
<UDS service ReadDataByIdentifierPositiveResponse |<UDS_RDBIPR
dataIdentifier=0x1000 |<Raw load=
’\xff\xff\xff’ |>>>
>>> # Reading Data at Identifier 0x1001 (out of range in this case)
:
>>> socket.sr1(UDS()/UDS_RDBI(identifiers=[ox1001]),verbose=False)
<UDS service NegativeResponse |<UDS_NRC requestServiceId=
ReadDataByIdentifier
negativeResponseCode=
requestOutOfRange |>>

Another example shows the querying of test vehicle’s VIN number. This number is
a unique identifier for a vehicle and can be used to gather further information of a
vehicle using publicly available online-tools and services.
>>> load_contrib(’isotp’)
>>> load_contrib(’automotive.uds’)
>>> gatewaySocket = ISOTPNativeSocket(’slcan0’, 0x6f1, 0x610, 0x10,
0xf1, basecls=UDS)
>>> pkt = UDS()/UDS_RDBI(identifiers=0xf190)
>>> gatewaySocket.sr1(pkt, timeout=2, verbose=False)
<UDS service=ReadDataByIdentifierPositiveResponse |<UDS_RDBIPR
dataIdentifier=0xf190 |<Raw load
=’WBY8P210207D03072’ |>>>

UDS Sessions UDS also allows for some advanced challenge-and-response based
interactions for ECU-firmware modification during sessions. For the latter, some services like Security Access (0x27) start an interactive protocol and need a cryptographic
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RSA key to be provided before some critical services and operations are permitted.
Sessions are mostly time-limited and require quick interactions. The following example initiates an (extended) diagnostic session using 0x10 (DiagnosticSessionControl)
and asks for SecurityAccess (0x27):
>>> load.contrib("automotive.uds")
>>> load.contrib("isotp")
>>> socket = ISOTPNativeSocket("slcan0", did=0x610, sid=0x6F1,
extended_addr=0x10,
extended_rx_addr=0xF1, basecls=
UDS)
>>> # Start the (extended) diagnostic session:
>>> socket.sr1(UDS()/UDS_DSC(diagnosticSessionType=0x3),verbose=
False)
<UDS service=DiagnosticSessionControlPositiveResponse |<UDS_DSCPR
diagnosticSessionType=
extendedDiagnosticSession
sessionParameterRecord=’\x002\x01
\xf4’ |>>
>>> # Ask for SecurityAccess:
>>> socket.sr1(UDS()/UDS_SA(securityAccessType=0x3),verbose=False)
<UDS service=SecurityAccessPositiveResponse |<UDS_SAPR
securityAccessType=3 securitySeed
=’\x1aP\xa8\xea\xaa\xa0\x16\yc6\<
06h<\x1Xf\xe0J\0xatD8’ |>>
>>> # Got the seed; continuing with key authentication:
>>> socket.sr1(UDS()/UDS_SA(securityAccessType=3, key=’\x94\x1B\xC3
\x55’))
<UDS service=SecurityAccessPositiveResponse |<UDS_SAPR
securityAccessType=3 |>>
>>> # Client is authenticated

The returned securitySeed from the example above is needed for the cryptographic
protocol where a key is needed to solve the challenge of the returned security seed.
Once the challenge is solved, the ECU state switches to allow for advanced functions
like flashing firmware. In other words: In order to authenticate, clients need to send a
challenge request to the ECU, that then replies with a randomly generated challenge
(securitySeed). Then, both the client and ECU calculate a response (key) from the
challenge. This key is generated by a hidden, often manufacturer- or product-specific
cipher, based on a shared secret. After the client has transmitted the valid key as
a response, the client authentication is valid. The actual source code for cracking
the securitySeed challenge is omitted here due to sensitive information that is under
disclosure.
Further testing experiment examples For our specific testing vehicle (BMW i3
Late 2018), a dedicated webserver can be started on the main gateway ECU after full
security access was granted. Other examples are message tunnels, that allow to send
arbitrary CAN frames to any other ECU that is connected through the gateway ECU.
Here is the example of building a custom UDS message for starting the webserver.
The actual intel for this hidden service was discovered using an ISO-TP scanner, that
can be found in the appendix of this thesis.
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load_contrib(’isotp’)
load_contrib(’automotive.uds’)
gatewaySocket = ISOTPNativeSocket(’slcan0’, 0x6f1, 0x610, 0x10,
0xf1, basecls=UDS)
class DEVJOB(Packet):
fields_desc=[
ShortField(’JobID’, 0xFFFF) # development job identifier
]
class WEBSERVER(Packet):
fields_desc=[
ByteField(’Control’, 1),
StrFixedLenField(’Key’, b’164’, length=3)
]
# 0xBF is service for development jobs
bind_layers(UDS, DEVJOB, service=0xBF)
bind_layers(DEVJOB, WEBSERVER, JobID=0xFF66)
pkt = UDS()/DEVJOB()/WEBSERVER()
gatewaySocket.sr1(pkt, timeout = 1).show()

The response of the above code example would turn on the web server and return a
positive response:
Received 1 packets , got 1 answers , remaining 0 p a c k e t s
# # # [ UDS ] # # #
service
= DevelopmentJob
# # # [ DEVJOB ] # # #
JobID
= 65382
# # # [ WEBSERVER ] # # #
Control
= 1
Key
= ’164 ’
# # # [ UDS ] # # #
service
= DevelopmentJobPositiveResponse
# # # [ Raw ] # # #
load
= ’\ xfff ’

2.3.5

Automotive Ethernet

The most modern communication protocol in newer and future vehicles is Automotive
Ethernet. It uses the same TCP/IP and UDS stack found in standard computer
networks. Because Automotive Ethernet is not commonly implemented in most
vehicles, a detailed analysis of this protocol was not in scope for this thesis. Also,
some manufacturers, even though they build ethernet networks in their cars, only use it
to encapsulate CAN commands in UDS packets, meaning that some legacy problems
of the CAN standard persist, even when the physical network is built around Ethernet.

2.3.6

Security Evaluation Criteria of the Protocols

We picked the discussed automotive protocols to discuss and illustrate advantages
and shortcomings of network protocols in automotive software systems. Here, we
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will check mentioned protocols against some evaluation criteria to show what attack
surfaces they offer.
Accountability: Messages can be mapped to sender (or receiver) when looking at,
e.g., message / protocol logs.
Authenticity; Messages can be checked if they are sent by a specific sender and that
the message content was indeed from that sender.
Confidentiality: Messages can be hidden from other parties, e.g., when using a public
channel or bus. Unfortunately, none of the mentioned protocols support confidential
messages on the network.
Integrity: Messages can be checked for errors or unauthorized altering of the message
by third parties.
Reliability: Messages are built, sent and received according to the vehicle or protocol
specification.
Evaluation Criteria Matrix
Table 2.1. Automotive protocols and their security evaluation criteria

Protocol
CAN
FlexRay
ISO-TP
UDS
Ethernet

Accountability

X
X
(X)

Authenticity

Confidentiality

Integrity

(X)

X
X
X
(X)

X
(X)

Reliability
X
X
X
X
(X)

As shown in Table 2.1, none of the protocols fulfills all defined evaluation criteria
(=security goals). Since the protocols use higher levels of abstraction (UDS > ISO-TP
> CAN), they lose none of the security properties from their predecessor. Especially
unfortunate is the lack for message cryptography to ensure confidentiality between
network participants, since all traffic is handled over a public channel. Automotive
Ethernet has the potential to fully satisfy the discussed security goals in theory,
since the protocol can fullfil these criteria in standard computer networks when
implemented and used correctly on a software-level. However, since manufacturers
do not fully embrace Ethernet and to shift away from using legacy standards lower in
the communication stack, evaluation criteria are not fulfilled and therefore Table 2.1
shows (X) for all criteria.

2.4

Automotive Attack Scenarios

This section describes the motivation for a model- and language-based approach that
we will explain later in the thesis. This motivation is necessary to highlight the threats
and dangers of automotive attack scenarios and attack vectors. Chapter 3 will describe
how to assess them in more detail with our Security Abstraction Model (SAM).
Security goals like authenticity, integrity, confidentiality, etc, are especially important
to make sure that the safety-critical software of the vehicle stays untampered. The following is a non-exhaustive list of attack vectors that cause major threats to automotive
software systems, taken from published literature:
• Injection of CAN frames from ECUs that were taken over after the remote
attack (e.g., replay attacks, spamming attacks, etc.) [MV15, VM13, MV16]
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• Reverse engineering of CAN frames by filtering by arbitration IDs and identifying frames via tools like cansniffer or other can-utils [can]
• Rolling out malicious (possibly unsigned) firmware to ECUs [MV15, VM13,
MV16, BAG15, NLDZ18, ZAA14, Ten19, SF16]
• Gaining remote control access to the vehicle using the OEMs cloud and/or
mobile application’s infrastructure [NLDZ18, Ten19, NLD17, Ten18]
• Getting SecurityAccess via Unified Diagnostic Services (UDS) [dHG18]
• Controlling the car via Onboard Diagnostic (OBD) injection [ZGL+ 16]
• Remotely breaking into the telematics unit [FPKS15]
• Exploiting remote keyless entry with software-defined radios [GOKP16]
• Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, e.g., as shown by Palamanca et al. [PEMZ17]
• Infecting the system with ransomware. [Rin15]
Scientific contributions to software security in cars publish numerous attacks on
automotive software systems. Table 2.2 gives an overview of the most serious of the
published attacks on modern, highly connected vehicles. The selection of the attacks
was made strictly according to the following attack characteristics: The selected
attacks 1) are aiming at a broad range of security goals, ideally all security goals, and
2) have high severity levels (CVSS Temporal Score greater than 4.0). The CVSS
Vector String is omitted in the table, but is shown below each of the figures of the
attack models later in this thesis.
Attacks and study results are taken from our publication in the International Symposium on Model-Based Safety and Assessment (IMBSA) 2019 [ZT19c].
Table 2.2. The most serious attacks, sorted by CVSS [mel] Temporal Score

Attack
Tesla Remote Control
SecurityAccess via UDS
CAN Message Injection
BMW Remote Diagnostics
Control via OBD Injection
Telematics Attack
Remote Keyless Entry
CAN DoS Attack

AttackableProperty Item
Webkit Browser
Autopilot ECU
Substandard ciphers Body Control Module
(Multiple)
Pow. Steer. Contr. Mod.
NBT Backdoor
Infotainment Domain
Clear CAN traffic
Diagnostics
SSH, SMS
Telematics Control Unit
Rolling Code
Remote Keyless Entry
CAN Protocol
Any CAN bus

Score
8.0 / 7.2
7.1 / 6.7
7.0 / 6.5
7.1 / 6.4
7.7 / 6.3
6.4 / 6.1
5.7 / 5.4
4.6 / 4.5

For the purposes of the study, we differentiate between gateway attacks and follow-up
attacks. Gateway attacks usually change the extent of a vulnerability and typically
serve as door openers, enabling the adversary to launch one or more follow-up attacks.
A typical follow-up attack would be to reverse Controller Area Network (CAN) bus
messages to learn how the vehicle’s Electrical Control Units (ECUs) communicate
and injecting malicious messages into the system. Some follow-up attacks are just as
trivial as starting Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks. Many follow-up attacks are fairly
high-level though, e.g., remotely driving/steering the car, disturbing functions of the
vehicle or disabling driver-assisting systems.
Message cryptography—where the majority of research is conducted—does not
mitigate all top attacks. The attacks and countermeasures discussed in up-to-date
research papers are—while being interesting in academia—not feasible in industrial
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automotive software. The attacks most successful in practice are usually not prevented
by typical published security research results. Fortunately, dependability measures
(run time correctness, integrity protection, virtualization, etc.) would offer some
remarkable protections against the majority of our investigated attacks.
This spectrum, research can actively take up and investigate. It is interesting that the
majority of today’s automotive security research is focused on (message) cryptography, which does not mitigate an essential part of the top attacks, although many
other countermeasures offer advantages that should not be neglected. Future research challenges should also focus on a combination of security and dependability
countermeasures to provide adequate and flexible protection against cyber-attacks
on cars, e.g., mixing ECU hardening with extensibility or updatability enabled via
cryptography. Autonomous vehicles in the future will probably be more susceptible
to attacks than today’s cars already are. Our work aims to offer the necessary insights
and fundamentals to continue conducting relevant research in this domain.

2.5

Attacks on Machine Learning

Parts of this section were published by the author of this thesis in Proceedings of the
AAAI Workshop on Artificial Intelligence Safety 2019 co-located with the Thirty-Third
AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence 2019 (AAAI 2019) [ATZ19].
Attacks on machine learning (ML) models are a freshly researched topic in the last
decade. Ever since, the number of publications on this endeavour has grown and is
becoming more relevant each year, as the induistry shifts to autonomous driving.
In literature, attacks on ML are usually distinguished between black box and white
box. For black-box ML models, the attacker has limited access to the interior structure
and inner processes of the model. This is often referred to as oracle access in literature,
since the attacker can only have his own input evaluated by the ML model, i.e., access
is only possible via the input and output interfaces of the ML model. In black-box
ML models, the attacker often does not even know which ML algorithm is involved.
With white box, the attacker has access to the entire ML model, including all internal
variables. Targeted attacks are crucial as the attacker can control the output, however,
often even untargeted attacks pose a big threat, for example in autonomous driving.
In [ATZ19], we propose an approach to categorize attacks, which is closer to attack
categorizations of regular IT security, which uses Security Goals to determine attacks
and the threat they pose to an ML system. A Security Goal specifies which properties a system must have in order to be considered secure. The Security Goals are:
Confidentiality ensures that private or confidential information is not made available
or disclosed to unauthorized users, and that users can control (or influence) what
information related to them may be collected, used, and to whom it is disclosed. Confidentiality is often implemented through cryptography / encryption. Integrity ensures
that information is not changed (modified) or destroyed unauthorizedly. Integrity
can be compromised even if the information or system produces the correct output.
Availability ensures that a system works promptly, service is not denied to authorized
users, and access to and use of information is timely and reliable. Authenticity is
the characteristic of being genuine and verifiable and trustworthy. Authenticity is
ensured through authentication processes that verify whether users are who they say
they are (entity authenticity). Authenticity is often enabled through cryptography /
cryptographic signatures. Reliability is the property of a system such that reliance
can be justifiably placed on the service it delivers, i.e., the system adheres to the
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specification it was engineered to address. Accountability refers to the requirements
for actions of an entity to be traced uniquely to that entity (e.g., non-repudiation of
a communication that took place). Accountability allows a certain degree of transparency to what happened when and what was performed by whom. Often there are
further distinctions, but these are usually only sub-goals of the six main goals.
The results of the study showed that attacks on ML and black box ML in general could
be a lurking danger for the security goal accountability. As neither the attack nor the
model stick to a predefined specification on a low level that can be explained other
than described by statistics, accountability of the system cannot be ensured. Meaning,
every decision of the model cannot be verified on what input or actor the decision
was made. This is an imminent challenge in the context of autonomous driving and
faces a challenge for future research in this area. Since most black box approaches for
autonomous driving are not yet widely accessible for research, this challenge might
be a little to early too early to solve, but it is included here as a future reference.
The entire table with attack classifications for ML attacks can be found in our publication from Auernhammer et al. [ATZ19, p.4] and is ommited here.
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Chapter 3
SAM: Security Abstraction Model
Parts of this chapter were published by the author of this thesis in Security and Safety
Interplay of Intelligent Software Systems (ISSA 2018) [ZTK18], CLOUD COMPUTING 2019, The Tenth International Conference on Cloud Computing, GRIDs, and
Virtualization [ZT19b] and the International Journal on Advances in Security IARIA
2019 [ZT19a].
In this section we describe the Security Abstraction Model (SAM) language specification for the automotive modeling environment as an extension for the EAST-ADL. We
clarify the differences between security modeling and functional safety modeling and
describe our meta-model entities of SAM to provide a comprehensive modeling environment for automotive security modeling. The entities can be used on the type-level
(M1) to create functional architectures for safe and secure automotive systems. SAM
is available as an open source project [SAM] and contains a concrete set of security
modeling entities that are fully compliant to the EAST-ADL and AUTOSAR [AUTa]
specifications. As such, SAM is a proposition for an annex extending EAST-ADL
with security modeling facilities, which are currently not covered by the existing
language specification.

3.1

Methodical Context for SAM

In order to protect and defend a system from attacks and threats it is necessary to
identify and classify these threats first. Through categorization of attack motivations,
SAM creates methodological benefits with regard to the identification of attacks.
Systematic security analyses can be used to quantify the required effort for a potential
attack. There is a constant battle between adversaries’ efforts and the layers of
security devised by system engineers. Because no system can be completely secured
against all sorts of attack, system engineers compromise on varying levels of security
abstractions to reach an acceptable degree of security. Hence, any security system
ultimately results in a trade-off.
SAM has structural and methodical similarities to safety modeling (i.e., dependability).
The main difference between safety modeling and security modeling for automotive
software systems is the classification of hazards (safety) versus attacks (security). For
functional safety, hazards are classified according to the ISO 26262 [Int09] ASIL
levels. An equivalent standard for security threats is called ISO/SAE AWI 21434
“Road Vehicles—Cybersecurity engineering”.
The main difference between safety risks and security threats is that security threats
do not happen at random (i.e., they are not bound by probability) but always occur
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in worst-case scenarios. For safety hazards, a statistical probability can be assumed.
Cyber-attacks are performed by an intelligent attacker at the most suitable time for
the adversary and at the lowest defense barrier. Furthermore, it can be misleading
to confuse safety goals with security goals. Security threats, however, can cause
safety hazards and vice-versa. Though it is not recommended treating them in the
same way during the system design phase for reasons mentioned above. Additionally,
text annotations are bad practice. Usually, the transfer from annotations in natural
language is imprecise and the original intent of the security experts, which is needed
to represent the system model and its security mechanisms accordingly, might be lost
during the transfer.
Although SAM does not instill security in the system design, it enforces reflection
about attacks and their consequences for the system, ideally as a collaboration between
system engineers and security experts. While SAM’s meta-level is rather abstract,
its application becomes concrete on meta-level M1. Readers will notice that, e.g.,
the multiplicity from AttackMotivation to Item is 1..* to 1..*, requiring the system
engineer to describe at least one attack motivation for every item of the automotive
system. This is an important methodical support for the discovery of threats. If a
single item has no associated motivation for an attack, increased caution is required,
e.g., because no attack against the item is known yet. In this case, system engineers
might simply desist to scrutinize an item for possible attack motivations. With the
1..* multiplicity, however, they are forced to think about at least one attack motivation
for every item. Therefore, the reason for this decision is to eagerly enforce the
methodology of SAM’s security approach.
An extensive reuse of security solutions can be established by embedding SAM
in the “Dependability” package of EAST-ADL and the subsequent integration into
AUTOSAR. This makes it possible to keep the development effort at a minimum
and to implement comprehensive safety and security solutions in a wide range of
applications in the vehicle.
SAM offers the possibility to model socio-technical systems by providing the modeling entity Adversary. Security goals need to be fulfilled in a socio-technical context
or a socio-technical system. The definition of a socio-technical system is an organized
group of humans and connected technologies, which are constructed in a certain
manner to produce a specific result [DPG11]. Nevertheless, trying to improve security
simply by adding cryptography to the system is a fallacy. At best, cryptography can
ensure confidentiality but cannot cover security goals like availability, reliability or
accountability. With our approach, we offer co-engineering processes of security and
safety for automotive software engineering (security and safety by design).

3.2

Security Abstraction Model Explanation

Since SAM supports comprehensive threat modeling that captures very detailed
relationships between attack and vulnerability characteristics and their relation to the
architecture, some of which are not known in practice and some of which are not to
be captured in all details for pragmatic reasons, this methodological overview offers a
step-by-step approach to modeling with SAM.
When a new attack becomes known, not all information about the attack is available.
However, it is essential to evaluate the impact the attack might have on the system as
soon as possible. The evaluated impact influences the resources—time and money—
that will be allocated accordingly to protect the system from the attack. For a very
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first evaluation only little information is required. Such are the AttackMotivation and
the Item targeted by the Attack. The exact item might not be identifiable yet but it can
be abstractly defined, e.g., when an "ECU" or the "bus system" is attacked. If more
information is known about the Attack, especially information about security goals at
risk (breaksSecurityGoals), a more grounded assessment and exchange of information
is possible. The assessment can either be quantitative (how many security goals are
broken) or qualitative (which security goals are broken). For the qualitative assessment
a (company-internal) ranking of the security goals is recommended. A proposed
ranking is Integrity > Availability > Reliability > Authenticity > Accountability >
Confidentiality. For further assessment a Score can be calculated optionally, e.g.,
according to CVSS. If the score is based on the security engineer’s experience the
attribute "calculationFormula" is left empty. Once all information about the attack is
available the attack and all its subattacks can be fully modeled with SAM. The scores
can also be calculated based on founded information and are therefore reliable. The
results of the SAM model after it is filled with all its information provides a Security
concept and Requirements can be derived from particular attack scenarios and the
revealed vulnerabilities of the affected Item.
For the sake of better understanding, we will use a published attack from the literature
as a modeling example. In the following, brief descriptions of the attack details are
given along with the SAM entity description used for representing the attack details.
The full SAM meta-model is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Afterwards, the complete SAM
model figure is shown on type-level (M1) in Figure 3.2.
We describe the attack in detail in the following. The Tesla Remote Control Attack [NLDZ18, Ten19, NLD17]: This attack enables an adversary to break into the
vehicle via the infotainment unit. The researchers of Tencent Keen Security Lab
have demonstrated how to remotely control and steer the vehicle, how to disturb the
autowipers and how to eliminate the lane detection of the vehicle.
Attack: Represents a cyber-physical attack on the system described by an attack vector.
An attack vector is a path or means by which an adversary can gain unauthorized
access to a target system [TW17] or hurts one or more SecurityGoals. Attack vectors
can be identified and extracted via attack trees.
The attack can be performed over a remote network connection. The vehicle user
does not need to interact actively with the vehicle to allow for the attack to work. The
privileges required for this attack are high. Also, impact on confidentiality, integrity
and availability is high as well. As a result, an adversary can cause serious harm to
passengers and other road users. As this attack is a research approach by security
experts, the actual adversaries are not real-world attackers with bad intentions. They
do have a knowledge-level, however, which they can provide for ill-minded attackers.
Adversary: Attacks are performed by either an individual or the system’s environment.
Either way, adversaries are derivates of the system environment because they are
not part of the main systems model and interact from the outside. An adversary can,
however, come from within the system, e.g., from an unauthorized part or device.
Environment: This entity describes a collection of the environment functional descriptions. Many circumstances may be important for the attack description and a
better understanding of the attack vector. Adversaries and security experts are conceptionally part of the environment. The Environment is not a newly introduced entity
as it already exists in its own package, though it is extended due to the adversary’s
ability to use the environment for her attacks, e.g., external or real world attacks via
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Figure 3.1. SAM meta-model

adversarial examples [HD17, PMG16].
In a real world scenario where adversaries with bad intentions perform the attack, the
motivation behind such an attack would be to harm car occupants or other road users
by crashing the vehicle.
AttackMotivation: An abstract representation of the adversary’s motivations. This
motivation is especially useful, when no other information, e.g., broken security goals,
is available from the start. In that case, it offers an easy differentiation of the degree
of severity and one can prioritize attacks according to their motivation. Moreover,
it is fairly easy to find out if certain attack motivations are causing safety hazards,
e.g., when tampering with safety-critical systems or modifying software-components
related to the reliability of the system. It turns out that every single attack (or subattack) is part of a larger attack motivation. Through generalization methods we found
out that there are only four higher motivations behind each attack: Harm, information
retrieval, financial gain and product modification. There is also the motivation of
prestige and other abstract ideals but those inherently cause consequences in at
least one of the other motivations, so they are not listed here. There is at least
one AttackMotivation in an attack tree (its root). AttackMotivations collide with
SecurityGoals. All attacks can be subsumed under one of those higher motivations:
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Harm: A threat by an attack meant to actively or passively harm passengers and
other road users, e.g., crashing the vehicle or causing a threat to other road users.
InformationRetrieval: A threat by an attack meant to, e.g., invade the privacy of
passengers, other road users and other situational or political stakeholders, e.g., the
OEM. Furthermore, getting access to other types of info, e.g., software/firmware by
performing reverse engineering. Even research interest to break into the system for
academic reasons is subsumed by this motivation.
FinancialGain: A threat by an attack meant to steal or cause financial or material
gain for the adversary, service workshops or insurance companies. This usually leads
to a financial loss for the owner or the OEM.
ProductModification: A threat by tampering with the product’s specification, e.g.,
getting more functionality out the car or tampering with the software in general, e.g.,
down-/upgrading or performance tuning.
The affected item in the Tesla Remote Control Attack is the AutoPilot ECU (APE).
Item: The Item entity identifies the scope of safety/security information and the
safety/security assessment. Safety/security analyses are carried out on the basis of an
item definition and the safety/security concepts are derived from it.
The exploited vulnerability in the Tesla attack is the Webkit browser framework of
the infotainment unit, which offers the JSArray function and can be used for privilege
escalation.
Vulnerability: An abstract failure of a set of items, i.e., an inability to fulfill one
or several of its requirements. In order to represent the weak spots in the system
architecture, a vulnerability describes the weakness and affiliation to one or more
Items. Vulnerabilites are concrete definitions of faulty software or configurations and
requirements must be derived from them. Vulnerabilites have a scope. The scope
of a vulnerability is changed, if a successful attack affects more security goals and
vulnerabilities, i.e., enabling follow-up attacks.
In case of a successful attack, adversaries can cause functional safety hazards by
tampering with or disabling safety-critical functions of the Tesla vehicle.
Hazard: The hazard meta-class represents a condition or state in the system that
may contribute to accidents. The hazard is caused by malfunctioning behavior of E/E
safety-related systems including interaction of these systems.
The exploited vulnerability changes the scope of the attack, meaning that all six
security goals are broken if the attack is performed successfully.
SecurityGoal: This entity offers enumerations for common security goals [DPG11]
across any communication or data flow. These goals are: Confidentiality, Integrity,
Availability, Authenticity, Reliability and Accountability.
The exploited vehicle feature is Tesla’s Autopilot, used for autonomous driving. In
this case there exists a 1:1 relationship between item and vehicle feature.
VehicleFeature: Provided by the Dependability package, a VehicleFeature represents
a special kind of feature intended for use on Vehicle Level. Items consist of a set of
VehicleFeatures.
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The JSArray function is the attackable property the adversary is looking for, i.e., his
anchor of the attack. Attackable properties are concrete characteristics that describe
the potential attack surface, e.g., if they have known security bugs and flaws like the
JSArray function.
AttackableProperty: Characteristics or certain properties of Items an adversary
searches / needs for his attack to succeed, e.g., wireless communication capabilities,
used ciphers, features, etc. If exploited, attackable properties allow the adversary to
successfully perform an attack and define a vulnerability.
After analyzing the attack properties via the CVSS metrics, one can calculate the
base score and temporal score of the attack and derive the requirement: code signing
protection for over-the-air (OTA) updates.
Score: Score is the entity for attack rating. SAM allows for any generic type of scoring
system. Properties of other entities will provide all the relevant information that are
needed for attack rating. The attribute calculationFormula describes which scoring
system is used, e.g., CVSS, SecL, etc. Alternatively, an empirical value or expert
opinion can be given if this attribute is left empty. Section 3.3 will explain scoring
systems for SAM in broader detail.
Requirement: To define requirements to fix vulnerabilities, a so-called requirement is
the packed result of lesson’s learned and is derived from an attack. It represents a
capability or condition that must (or should) be satisfied.
The described attack is only possible when the vehicle is “Slow or Standing”. Otherwise, the vehicle does not allow to use the Webkit browser. The Tesla remote control
attack is possible in any operational situation of the vehicle. Once the adversary has
gained full access over the system, she can fully control the system over the CAN bus.
OperationalSituation: In security modeling, it is often beneficial to know about this
situation, e.g., whether the car is standing, driving or in parking mode. An operational
situation is a state, condition or scenario in the environment that may influence the
vehicle. It may be further detailed by a functional definition in the EnvironmentModel. Examples are: “Driving on highway”, “Driving in city”, “In reverse gear”,
“Parking”, “Any”, etc.
SAM has no explicit specifications for a security concept. However, SAM proposes
Common Criteria (CC) ISO/IEC 15408 protection profiles [VJ14] as a possible
solution. Common Criteria is an established standard in the security domain to
provide guidance during the development of dependable systems.
SecurityConcept: Represents the set of security requirements that together fulfill
at least one SecurityGoal. An exemplary structure and classification of respective
security requirements can be found in Common Criteria (CC) ISO/IEC 15408. Ideally,
the security concept is motivated by analyses of the documented attacks connected to
the respective item (in this case, the motivatedBy property is set to “documentedAttacks”). Otherwise, security concepts can just as well be motivated by standard or
certification demands (then, the motivatedBy property is set to either “standard” or
“certification”.)
SecurityConceptMotivation: This entity offers enumerations for motivations of security requirements. These motivations are: “standard”, “certification” and “documentedAttacks”.
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Figure 3.2. SAM model of Tesla Remote Control Attack—CVSS v3.0 Vector String:
CVSS:3.0/AV:N/AC:H/PR:H/UI:N/S:C/C:H/I:H/A:H/E:P/RL:O/RC:C

3.3

Identification of the Severity of Attacks based on
SAM

The current release of SAM [ZT19b] allows for using well-known security scoring
systems like CVSS [mel]. In order to be able to keep SAM up-to-date and gain some
flexibility by not making a strong commitment to one particular system we designed
SAM to use any generic scoring system. When modeling attack scenarios, users of
SAM can choose among their favorite. Here, we will use the CVSS. The architecture
description has been completed to the extent that common scoring systems are now
able to find the necessary information and thus perform their analyses. Inspired
by the CVSS, which is an acclaimed industry standard for rating vulnerabilities in
computer systems, we added new attributes to some of SAM’s entities. The CVSS
proposes three different metric groups for calculating the vulnerability scores. In the
following, an explanation of the interplay between SAM and the metrics is given. The
assignment of the attributes to the meta entities and partly their naming does not come
from CVSS, but was developed by the authors.
The Base Metric Group reflects the intrinsic properties of Attack: from SAM’s
automotive-oriented perspective, this group therefore indicates the characteristics that
result if the attack in question is aimed at the automotive domain in general. The entity
AttackableProperty refers to the properties of the attacked item that are beyond the
control of the attacker and must exist in order to exploit the vulnerability, for example,
in the case of a side channel attack, the use of shared caches within a multi-core system.
The attribute conditionPrerequisiteComplexity (“Low” and “High”) in
the AttackableProperty refers to the complexity of encountering or creating such
conditions. For example, in the case of the side channel attack mentioned above,
the conditionPrerequisiteComplexity is “Low” because shared caches
are to be expected nowadays. It would be “High” if the attack made it necessary
for all tasks on all cores to use one single common cache. When evaluating this
property, all user interaction requirements for exploiting the vulnerability must be
excluded (these conditions are recorded in the property privilegesRequired of
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Attack instead). If the conditionPrerequisiteComplexity is “Low”, the
attack is more dangerous than if the conditionPrerequisiteComplexity is
“High”. The property privilegesRequired describes the level of privileges an
attacker must possess before successfully exploiting the vulnerability. This metric
is greatest if no privileges are required. Also, the Attack entity has been extended
with the attributes accessRequired and userInteraction. The attribute
accessRequired describes the context in by which vulnerability exploitation is
possible. It must not be confused with general attack vector handling in SAM, which
describes the path from attack motivation of an attack tree to one of its leafs. Whether
the user or driver of the vehicle needs to interact with the system in a certain way,
e.g., by pressing a button, is captured in userInteraction. Attacks that do not
require any user interaction increase the score of the attack. The Temporal Metric
Group allows for adjustment of the score after more information of the exploited
vulnerability is available. If, for example, exploit code has been published or
the report confidence of a vulnerability is confirmed, the temporal score rises.
In SAM, temporal metrics are part of the vulnerability. The Environmental Score
Metrics additionally enable the general CVSS Score (resulting from the Base Metric
Group) to be adapted to the specific (automotive) company. The metrics are the
modified equivalent of the base metrics weighting properties related to the concrete
company’s infrastructure and business risk. SAM offers a fully comprehensive basis
to analyse the CVSS Base Metric Group, which means that SAM can also be used
to evaluate the Environmental Metric Group. Environmental Metrics do not require
any additional information beyond the Base Metrics, but merely a readjustment of
the analysis perspective towards the concrete company. This means that the security
scoring analysis can be carried out entirely by an analyst based on the available
information provided by SAM.
This allows for more flexibility and SAM does not have to be adapted for any future
CVSS updates. All attributes used for attack assessment are of the type String. This
allows for SAM to be used with generic assessment techniques and is not tightly
coupled with the CVSS attribute descriptions. In the model itself, or from the model
itself, a CVSS score cannot be calculated automatically anyway. Doing so would
happen in a behavior model while SAM models are structure models. But if a security
analyst is familiar with the CVSS, she will be able to calculate the CVSS score with
all the information that is provided by the structure model. It is therefore still possible
to find related information about the attribute types (“High” and “Low”, etc.) in the
notes of the meta model, but does not lead to problems in case of non-compliance.
The additional benefit of having SAM models compared to directly giving the properties and a vulnerability score is that not only the CVSS (or scoring systems in general)
is used, but also the possibility to construct attack trees via sub-attacks and follow-up
attacks. SAM is also a method for hierarchical processing of attack vectors. In terms
of substance, this goes beyond the classic attack rating. SAM makes the scoring
system available to the software architect or in other words: SAM’s strength lies in its
ability to integrate with existing automotive architectures. What is brought together
are architectural considerations with pure security considerations as regards the attack
itself (attack vectors that can be derived from it, motivations, target areas) and all
scoring systems that are known which can derive all necessary information from the
properties.
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3.4

MetaEdit+ Prototype

While it is possible to create tooling for SAM from the scratch, we applied Language
Workbench [EVDSV+ 13] providing most of the needed functionality automatically:
Only support for SAM, its modeling concepts, rules, notation and integration with
other tools was added. This not only speeds the implementation to some workdays, but also enables easy evolution when the modeling needs change. We applied
MetaEdit+ [TK09] as the tooling for security modeling as it was one of the tools
already providing the EAST-ADL implementation. This tool also provides other functionality needed for automotive system development such as collaborative modeling,
version control, integration with relevant tools applied in automotive (e.g. Simulink,
HiP-HOPS, Requirements) as well as availability of supporting services. The implementation of SAM was done by one person during February 2020 within a period of
two weeks. Half of the effort was on defining the meta-model and constraints and
almost the second half on implementing the notation. Basic integration with an external vulnerability score calculator took just a couple of hours. As the meta-model of
SAM, similarly to the EAST-ADL meta-model, focuses on language concepts and on
defining the exchange format, the definition of the whole language also needs to cover
concrete syntax, constraints, language usability topics as well as integration with other
tools. These are detailed in the following subsections. During implementation phase
two persons knowledgeable on SAM provided feedback and reviewed the resulting
language support. The feedback loops not only led to revise the implementation
but also part of the SAM meta-model. The implementation was tested and verified
by using the created modeling language to specify various kinds of systems and by
comparing to the reference test cases.
The implementation started by integrating SAM with the existing meta-model of
EAST-ADL. First, the same conventions as applied in EAST-ADL and AUTOSAR,
were followed: Security models followed the same naming policies with short names
and optional longer names and all model elements had a globally unique identifier
(UUID). Second, the SAM was defined to follow the same package structure to organize specifications similarly to other EAST-ADL specifications. Third, concepts of
SAM were integrated with already existing EAST-ADL concepts, like Item from Dependability and ISO26262, VehicleFeature from variation models addressing product
lines, and Requirements from specifying and tracing with system requirements.
While MetaEdit+ allows specifying meta-models graphically —similarly to how metamodels of UML, SysML, EAST-ADL or AUTOSAR as well as SAM are defined— we
applied the form-based meta-modeling tools of MetaEdit+. These allow to integrate
with the meta-model also the related language constraints, notation as well as model
checking and generators that normally are specified separately – if at all. This tight
integration of the whole language definition improves greatly the quality of the
language definition.
Model guidance covered minimum multiplicity constraints of SAM checking that:
• Attacks and AttackMotivations may form a tree and cyclic structures are not
allowed
• Attack must refer to at least one Vulnerability
• Vulnerability must refer to at least one Attack
• Item must refer to at least one VehicleFeature
• Item must refer to at least one Vulnerability
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• Item must refer to at least one AttackMotivation
• Hazard must refer to at least one Item
• SecurityConcept must refer to at least one Requirement
• SecurityConcepts motivated by documentAttack must refer to an Attack
• Requirement must be related to a SecurityConcept
• Score must be connected to one Vulnerability
Models of SAM can be applied to analyze and calculate vulnerability of the system.
We implemented first a generator exporting data from SAM to Common Vulnerability
Scoring System (CVSS). It provides a way to produce a numerical score reflecting
the severity of vulnerability. The resulting numerical score can then be translated
into a qualitative representation (such as low, medium, high, and critical) to help
organizations properly assess and prioritize their vulnerability management processes.
In the same way integration with other analysis tools can be done, or if they provide
other mechanisms, like programmable APIs, the modeling tool can apply them.
Depending on the capabilities of the analysis system, the results can be included back
to the model. In case of MetaEdit+ the result could then be shown directly in the
model by showing the overall score in relation to the Attack. This information would
be then also available when tracing to requirements, features and system design in
general.
We tested the implementation of SAM by applying it for security modeling with
MetaEdit+. For the reference cases we applied known security examples. During
this testing phase we refined also the meta-model of SAM – in particular when it
came to applying SAM for CVSS calculation. As the meta-model of SAM was
integrated with the meta-model of EAST-ADL, SAM was also applied directly as an
extensibility of EAST-ADL. Relevant model elements of EAST-ADL, like features,
items, requirements and actors can be applied, and integrate security aspects with
them: Security becomes part of the design like other aspects of automotive system
development.
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Chapter 4
Evaluation
In this chapter, SAM is being evaluated in two ways: First, a case study shows how
SAM is used for threat modeling using an example taken from automotive security
research literature. After the case study is briefly explained, the following section
describes a detailed threat analysis of the case study in three layers (phases) of
abstraction. The second part of the evaluation consists of a qualitative analysis based
on interviews with industry experts from the automotive and security domain to whom
a case study was shown as well. For the qualitative analysis, methods of Grounded
Theory [GSS68] are being used.

4.1

Case Study: SecurityAccess via UDS

In this section, we will describe a case study for showcasing SAM’s threat modeling
abilities. The case study is based on the work of den Herrewegen et al. [dHG18] and
their findings on the security of the UDS protocol. The authors were able to perform
remote code execution over CAN, downloading and flashing new firmware on an
ECU by getting advanced security access. The attack was chosen because it is a good
example to show multiple abstraction-levels of a threat analysis with SAM and gives
various requirements that can be derived from the attack.
In the analysis phase of the attack, the adversaries first gathered intelligence about
three different target vehicles via reverse-engineering the ECU firmware from different
manufacturers to retrieve the specific keys or ciphers used in diagnostic authentication.
If the cipher uses a symmetric key encryption scheme, the key must be stored in the
ECU firmware. Obtaining the firmware image can be done via dumping the flash
memory of the target microcontroller using debug modes or interfaces, such as Joint
Action Group (JTAG) or Background Debug Mode (BDM).
The analysis of the firmware images in a disassembler software, e.g., IDA Pro [Eag11],
has shown that for one of the ECUs, a hardcoded response value (0xCAF F EE012)
can be used to authenticate a diagnostic client if it provides that value, rendering the
whole cipher useless. The use of a hard-coded value can be used as a backdoor to the
system since no real challenge must be solved to gain access.
Due to this flaw in the system design, the researchers were able to design and implement an attack that enabled them to execute arbitrary commands like downloading
and tampering with the ECU firmware.
Finally, the main takeaway of the research paper on how to mitigate the attack is hardening the security access service with a cryptographically sound challenge-response
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protocol, using a suitable public-key based approach that would mitigate diversification issues, requiring code signing with authorized private keys for downloading code,
or a generally more secure CAN communication.
The following evaluation of SAM uses this case study example to capture all relevant
information in a threat analysis (model). The threat analysis is needed to define
the scope of protection against specific scenarios and is used to derive concrete
requirements for the system.

4.2

Evaluating SAM

In this section, it is shown how SAM can be used to analyze the attack from the case
study to illustrate the applicability of the model on a real-world example.

4.2.1

Threat Analysis of the Case Study

Phase 1: Abstract knowledge In the first phase (as explained in [AK20]) of the threat
analysis, we presume that not all details of the attack is known, but the motivation and
an abstract definition of the affected item. We therefore create a simple threat model
only including the motivation and abstract details. At this level, only the motivation
(product modification) of a potential (still unknown) adversary is known and what
item (ECU) is affected. The phase 1 model is depicted in Fig. 4.1.

Figure 4.1. Simple SAM model of UDS Security Access Attack

At this point, the threat analysis cannot yet tell anything about the severity of the
attack or what unforeseen consequences are triggered by the attack, but can already
be used to look ahead and anticipate the scope of the attack in the next phase.
Phase 2: Advanced knowledge In phase 2, the creator of the threat analysis knows
more about the details of the attack, mainly the affected security goals. Getting
advanced security access to the item (body domain control unit) is breaking the
security goals confidentiality, availability, integrity, reliability and authenticity, as
the adversaries (researchers) can basically get full control over the specific unit and
possibly even adjacent network devices. The SAM model for advanced knowledge of
this example threat analysis is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. Notice that the level of detail is
greatly increased compared to the abstract knowledge model created in phase 1.
Because the threat analysis revealed already what security goals are affected by the
attack, consequences and actions can already be derived without full knowledge of the
attack, e.g., how sensitive this particular attack is for the system and how to prioritize
the attack. In phase 2, concrete attributes are still optional, but can be added if needed,
e.g., as shown for the broken security goals.
Phase 3: Full knowledge Once every detail is known to the attack, e.g., after the
attack was published or documented, specific attributes of the attack can be used to
calculate a severity score of the attack. In this case, even concrete vulnerabilities
and requirements can be found or derived to improve the system in the future, e.g.,
closing the fixed value backdoor for getting security access while bypassing the cipher
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Figure 4.2. Advanced SAM model of UDS Security Access Attack

authentication. The derived security concept contains solutions and ideas that take
the derived requirements into account. The full knowledge SAM threat model is
depicted in Fig. 4.3. Notice that the full knowledge model for this attack also includes
vulnerability scores according to the CVSS Base Score and Temporal Score metrics.
The scores can easily be generated using the online CVSS calculator or a capable tool,
e.g., with the MetaEdit+ prototype described in Section 3.4. Once the full model is
finished, the main major possibility of the approach is to link the model to the rest
of the system’s architecture, with a specific vehicle feature (here: Diagnostics) as a
connector.

Figure 4.3. Full SAM model of UDS Security Access Attack with all attributes and scores

4.2.2

Qualitative Analysis of the Applicability in Industry

Contents of this subsection were published by the author of this thesis in Security
and Safety Interplay of Intelligent Software Systems (ISSA 2018) [ZTK18] and the
International Journal on Advances in Security IARIA 2019 [ZT19a].
To verify that SAM is feasible, we furthermore have evaluated our solution approach
through “Grounded Theory” interviews with two experts (in the following we will
refer to them as E1 and E2) of two different automotive software companies from the
industry. The interview partners have a professional background in automotive systems
engineering and/or embedded security. The interviews were structured as follows:
First, we asked some general questions about automotive security modeling and
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current processes in the analysis, design, implementation and test phase. Afterwards,
the authors gave a brief introduction and explanation of SAM. During the presentation,
a real-world attack was shown and illustrated to show how to use SAM.
The industry experts were asked questions about the five categories: suitability,
scalability, comprehensibility, completeness and tool support.
General Findings Our interviews have shown that there is no clear process for
security engineering, yet. Companies are in the process of creating them. Hopes are
that the process will be similar to the ISO 21434 and ISO 26262 standards for safety,
which is currently seen as a general guideline for automotive engineers. The SAE
J3061 standard would also be a good starting point if engineers want to get started
with this matter. Our interviews show that a detailed development process for security
requirements is highly desired. Many projects in the industry are done by service
providers, where the instructed companies integrate security into the finished standard
components. On the part of Tier 1 there are also no concrete specifications for the
security development process.
Both experts confirmed that they are indeed working according to the V-Model. They
have quite clear process models. Ideally, they get a specification, write a requirement
specification, create an architecture for the software, create module specifications,
derive tests from them, test the modules, then test what is integrated. Depending on
what needs to be developed in the end, they then develop a piece of software or an
entire ECU. Afterwards, they go up (in the V-Model) until they have finally tested all
the specification requirements. They do this for all requirements.
For some requirements, security is not in the focus. Even if security is mentioned at
all, it is only given implicitly by implementation instructions or which software to use.
Putting a security concept in place especially for all phases of the V-Model would be
desirable, even though integration might be challenging.
Suitability We asked the experts how existing processes could use SAM in their
current workflow or if it could even be integrated into their processes. We also
explained the intention of SAM to facilitate the exchange between security experts,
software architects and software engineers and asked, if it serves this purpose. We
tried to find out if SAM is a suitable solution for the industry and whether it solves
current industry questions. Finally, for this category, we wanted to know if SAM is
ready for the development of autonomous vehicle systems and what could be missing.
The following is a summary of the experts’ answers:
Both experts agreed that they could use SAM because it is a good way of making
attacks comparable. A missing process is that items have to be seen in a way that
potentially there has to be an attack for each item at the time of module specification.
The main problem is that the process is actually driven only once during development.
Attacks, however, only happen during maintenance. A visualization (like SAM
models) would help, however. A possible solution of integration SAM would be using
SAM models like bug reports for security. With SAM, they would already have the
constraints available. The current process currently only entails development and
delivery. Teams would need a kind of “response team for security”. Someone who
monitors the whole systems and knows what kind of hardware-software combinations
are rolled out and what kind of errors there are, e.g., SPECTRE [KHF+ 19]. This
could suddenly affect a huge portion of products that are out in the field. The response
team could classify attacks like this with SAM.
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Integrating SAM into workflows is rather difficult for service providers, but on OEM
side it would very well possible. Analogue to considering ASIL levels, i.e. according
to ISO 26262, SAM could be well integrated on the OEM side. SAM increases
transparency and simplifies understanding attacks. After a training of the team
members, SAM would definitely help and make communication easier, especially
because there are no alternatives. It can be, however, that one could not understand a
bad SAM model without additional textual description.
Regarding suitability for autonomous driving, the experts were unsure if this is even
possible to answer at this point. SAM would first have to prove itself in practice
and people would have to work with it so that it could be finally used. Even if
systems would become simpler, software development would probably become more
complex, because there would be many more lines of code. Moreover, security has
to guarantee that the safety mechanisms still work and that there is a balance of
availability, security and safety. If a car goes into fail-safe mode with the slightest
security suspicion, autonomous driving is not possible in this scenario.
According to one expert, some modeling entities for machine learning components
could be useful. This is rather challenging, though, as machine learning components
are black boxes.
Comprehensibility We asked the industry experts if something about SAM is
difficult to understand. Although they understood everything, an introduction with
examples would help beginners getting started, because SAM is not that formal, rather
practical.
Scalability For this category we evaluated for what complexity or size of a software
project SAM is best suited and how developers would ideally use SAM in practice.
Here, the industry partners disagreed. Although one could easily create multiple SAM
models for more complex scenarios, one expert believes that SAM might not scale
well for bigger projects. There would be no way to see the overall security for, e.g.,
a whole vehicle. To scale it, one would have to link several SAM models together.
Overall models could get confusing because everything always depends on one item
and vehicles are very complex. However, he said, SAM would be the right approach
for smaller projects.
According to one expert, automotive engineers definitely have to allocate time for
security engineering. SAM would help with that, because in the end, it would save
time if everyone speaks the same language. There would have to be support for
security techniques. Central offices that have an overview of which products, which
software and which hardware are currently in the field could use SAM to determine
that.
In contrary, developers might not want to use SAM because it is on a relatively high
level of abstraction. Fortunately, SAM has close familiarity to UML and developers
could get used to it quickly. Traceability over requirements would be a good approach
to make them adopt SAM, because they work very strongly according to requirements
and the V-Model, and they can validate their requirements.
Completeness To make sure that SAM is indeed complete, we asked if the explanations and attributes are complete or what could be deleted from SAM. Moreover, we
asked what a possible solution would look like for how to add tests to SAM.
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During the discussion with the experts it became clear that some entities cover
redundant information at that time. The current version presented in this paper,
however, includes the latest changes, even the refined changes taken into account after
the interviews. Furthermore, one expert had the opinion that the score entity might be
redundant because all the relevant information is already in the entities’ properties
and could also be calculated that way. This is theoretically redundant information. If
one would have a modeling tool now, it would display it permanently and calculate it
in the background. It would not have to exist as an entity. As of right now, it is shown
in its own separate entity.
Overall feedback showed that if users of SAM are already familiar with security, one
could understand all the terms and explanations presented in SAM. SAM is doing
a good job of illustrating the weak points. So one can deduce test cases from the
model, make them more concrete and test countermeasures to achieve a certain CVSS
score. One could use the score to adapt the tests and cover the fact that, for example,
an attack is no longer possible and, if necessary, derive further test cases. However,
SAM would actually only show the problem to engineers: the attack scenario. The
resulting actions would be twofold: Fixing and testing the bug. After the bug is found,
something in the architecture must be changed. Reusability is an important factor.
Someone would have to test the change and then has to make sure that this bug will
not happen again in future models or products. Someone could consider whether he
can make the test abstract so that it will be fired in the future. However, one would
need a lot more details to automatically turn it into a test. The tester should, however,
be able to look at the model and write a test from it himself.
Tool Support There is no seamless tool support from SAM/EAST-ADL to AUTOSAR as of right now. We asked whether it is needed. Furthermore, we asked if
an automatic generation of SAM models (e.g., from tests or code) would be useful.
Finally, we asked for remaining comments, hints and feedback.
One expert was not sure if SAM must fit directly to AUTOSAR. SAM would be useful
for modeling attacks, AUTOSAR is used for modeling software. Tool support, where
one could create SAM models with, or where the score is calculated automatically
would be helpful, though, and improve usability. If SAM is easy to use and a suitable
tool would exist, developers would use it for sure.
The other expert disagreed and told us that an automatic generation of SAM models
would not be necessary at the moment. He also said that the industry does not
know whether it will stay with AUTOSAR or not. However, SAM can be used
independently at the moment. His experience with AUTOSAR told him that he would
not build too much onto it. One could automatically generate or update SAM models
as post-processing after modeling, just as one can already generate code or header
files, templates, etc. Leaving SAM the way it is right now, i.e., without automatic
generation, someone has to think about security himself. It has to be thought of from
the beginning.
General advice we received, suggested a “Getting Started” or “HowTo” document.
This would be helpful for acceptance in practice. Finally, SAM should be used more
on the OEM side, because vehicles are very complex products and only the product
owner currently have a complete overview over the vehicle’s components. With
SAM, someone can sufficiently document security thoughts and research, including
evaluation.
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Overall Results Our industrial evaluation has shown that SAM is indeed suitable
as a solution approach and integration of the methods used into industry processes is
feasible. Moreover, SAM is easy to understand according to our interviewed industry
experts. Although SAM might not scale for bigger software projects, it establishes
a process to get started with on a smaller scale. Also, our evaluation shows that
SAM is indeed complete and offers enough tools, methods and descriptions for threat
modeling and attack rating. Evaluation results regarding tool support were twofold.
Further investigations on a practical tool support are necessary.
Table 4.2 shows a summary of the evaluation results. The symbol keys are explained
in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1. Symbol key for the evaluation results table

Symbol

Meaning

++
+
o
-+/-

High agreement or interest (E1 and E2 agreed)
Notable agreement or interest (E1 or E2 agreed)
Moderate agreement or interest (neither E1 or E1 showed interest)
Limited agreement or interest (E1 or E2 disagreed)
Low agreement or interest (E1 and E2 disagreed)
Mixed agreement or interest (E1 and E1 were of different opinion)
Table 4.2. Summary of the evaluation results

Categories and codes

Results

General
Process: Along the V-Model
Missing process for security
Suitability
Processes can use SAM
Integration in process
Exchange between security experts, architects and engineers
Solves relevant industry challenges
Ready for autonomous driving (AD)
Is something missing for AD?
Comprehensibility
SAM is easy to understand
Scalability
Scales for all sizes of projects
Developers have time to use SAM
Completeness
Nothing should be removed from SAM
Descriptions and entities are complete
Use SAM for testing
Tool Support
AUTOSAR tool support
Automatic generation of SAM models

++
++
++
++
++
o
+
+/++
+/+/o
++
++
+/--

Critical Verdict Due to the small sample size alone, there might be some problems
with the evaluation with regard to internal and external validity. In Chapter 5, we will
discuss implications of our contribution and the evaluation.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
To sum up the first part of this thesis, we will briefly discuss how we contribute to
solving the problems in automotive software systems development and also take on
some implications or threats to validity of our work.
One can argue, that many problems and implications in automotive software systems
development results from the utter size and complexity of the system. Most of the
current automobiles that are manufactured today are developed by multi-headed teams,
consisting of a wide range of specialists, e.g., engineers, physicists, designers, etc.
The fragmentation in developing new product lines of automobiles leaves much room
for safety and security issues to occur. This, combined with the necessity to provide
legacy-support to big parts of the underlying architecture and infrastructure, like
communication protocols, powertrains, etc, makes it even harder to find consensus
on a framework that all teams and parties can agree on. This problem is tackled by
curating a system architecture and the use of architecture description languages, like
EAST-ADL and the use of AUTOSAR. Our work contributes to these solutions with
a security extension model, focussing on automotive software system models: SAM.
This work has presented a detailed description of the Security Abstraction Model,
including all of its meta-model entities. It indicates that the approach is feasible
according to the evaluation results. The security technique has been evaluated with
industry experts according to the grounded theory approach. The resulting analyses
of the evaluation show that SAM puts the security-by-design principle into practice
by enabling collaboration between automotive system engineers and security experts.
Implications: Given our key findings above, it is not strictly necessary that overall
systems security will improve when using our contribution SAM. Although the results
show that SAM is tackling the right problem and offers the possibility for more
security-by-design process thinking, it is not yet possible to see whether using SAM
will actually result in less security errors or fewer bad architectures. For that to be
true, SAM must first be used in real-world industry scenarios and long-term studies
need to validate a direct correlation between the used security modeling techniques
and the overall security of the system architecture. Part of this implication is that
existing processes and techniques will only adopt a new solution, once it is thoroughly
implemented and tested over longer periods of time. This dead-lock situation could
potentially weaken the evaluation results of this thesis. More time and in-practice use
will decide if the results are meaningful.
Limitations: Since SAM is a modeling language, it can only guarantee for higherlevel errors in the system design and architecture and does not protect users against
coding or low-level implementation errors. This should be obvious considering the
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origin nature of our approach but it is nonetheless mentioned here to mitigate the risk
of mistaking SAM as a guarantee against software security mistakes. Even if used
correctly and extensively, SAM cannot—in its current implementation state—assist
developers in secure software code implementation.
Threats to Validity: In terms of external validity, this research relies on a limited
number of use cases and interviews and modeling examples. It is unclear whether
these modeling examples are representative of industrial practices in general. Albeit,
uses cases are chosen to be as close as possible to real-world practice or are directly
transferred from published research. Moreover, we do not give any criteria on how
use cases and examples are chosen. Finally, the number of industry experts that
were interviewed is rather small, due to the challenge of finding and having access to
more people that share the combined knowledge of security and automotive software
engineering. Regarding internal validity, there could be confounding evaluation
criteria which impact our results and in particular the manual coding / labeling of
the interview analysis. Regarding conclusion validity, we treated matching and
overlapping answers from industry experts as “ground truth”. Thus, our findings
depend on the limited number and choice of interview partners.
Next steps: Possible future projects and research can be deducted in multiple different
areas: First, SAM was created to close the gap between security experts and software
engineers in the automotive domain. Of course, lessons learned from the automotive
sector can be reapplied and adapted for other industries and other domains, e.g., the
medical field or the aviation industry, because attack motivations and similar concepts
can be reused in these domains as well (e.g. Item). The abstract essence of SAM
allows for easy adaption to other industries, where security evaluations and analyses
are necessary, even though—at its core—SAM is an extension to the EAST-ADL. An
attractive follow-up project to this work could be an adaption and implementation for
mentioned domains. Second, even in the automotive domain, SAM has not reached its
full potential regarding usability, let alone adoption. For a broader adoption, research
on industry software processes in the automotive domain must be conducted to build
not only description languages but actual implementations and tools to be used in
the field. This, of course, is a less theoretical challenge rather a practical one, but a
vital step for the ideas and tools introduced in this work to actually take effect in the
real world. Creating useful software engineering tools is conceptually challenging,
starting with interface challenges, visualization concepts, traceability of items and
keeping the diagrams up to date. The MetaEdit+ extension, that is also built and
introduced as part of this work is a practical step in this direction. Since all of SAM
and its implementation details are publicly available as an open-source project [SAM],
we encourage everyone to contribute to the project for further improvements and
development details.
Concluding advice: Some final advice we would like to give new researchers in
the field of automotive software systems security contains not only focusing on
communication channels and the message bus. While those have many unsolved
problems and implications, it is not the most important area to focus on. As we have
shown, message cryptography (on the communication bus) is one of the most attractive
areas in the field. But in reality, solving these issues does not contribute much to
the security of automotive systems in general. It is rather fixing holes in a system
that is getting far more complex every day, introducing much more (security) errors
that one can fix. In contrast, if we manage to construct a transparent and simplified
pipeline to build automotive software that is safe and secure by design, we believe
mentioned issues to decrease over time. An example of a new paradigm in developing
automotive systems is the engineering process of, e.g., Tesla. Tesla is a company that
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is operating more like a computer software company rather than a car manufacturing
company. The processes and advances in development are software driven in contrast
to the multi-field engineering approach that many other car companies follow. With
SAM and the contributions of this thesis, we have taken a step in that direction. It
is up to future research and the industry to increment on this concept to build more
reliable, more secure, and even more advanced automotive systems in the future.

Reconciliation: This chapter concluded the first part of this thesis. As part of a
combined “top-down” and “bottom-up” approach of the author’s PhD research, Part I
described a concrete solution approach for a high-level problem in the automotive
security industry. The conducted research was not only focused on abstract techniques
but also included in-depth analysis of low-level protocols and architectures in automotive software systems. Considering the first part of the thesis did not provide
low-level novelties, e.g. on the protocol or implementation level, readers who are
more interested in that kind of research are advised to keep reading Part II of this
work for some concrete advances in practical software systems security on design and
implementation level.
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Part II
Password Hardened Encryption
Services
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Chapter 6
Data Protection and Encryption
Services
According to the current list of data breaches1 , more than 3.66 billion data records
were lost or stolen due to data breaches. The global average total cost of a single data
breach in 2020 is $3.86 million, resulting in an alarmingly high total financial damage
of data breaches in 2020 alone: $541.680 billion. Compared to the year 2019, the
number of stolen records is considerably higher in 2020. In a digital realm, where
sensitive information, e.g., financial or medical records are getting more and more
valuable, this increase in damage caused by data breaches is not surprising. In fact,
according to an IBM study that was jointly published with the Phonemon institute2 ,
healthcare has the highest industry average cost. Costs not only include fixing security
holes in the system but also a critical hit in the companies’ reputation.

6.1

Overview

The top reasons for data breaches and data loss from cyber-attacks is either that the
infrastructure was not fully secured, the data was stored insecurely, or the online
service provider fell victim of an insider attack where a person exploited his access
to leak or sell sensitive information. To begin with, securing the infrastructure from
outside attacks is almost impossible due to the almost unlimited amount of possible
attackers and attack vectors. Countermeasures like firewalls, intrusion detection,
malware scanners, etc. can only detect what is already happening to the system. Once
an adversary has actually breached the system and has access to the internal parts
of the infrastructure, those countermeasures have already failed. In most of today’s
systems, sensitive information, e.g., passwords, credit card information, etc. is stored
in a hashed form, meaning that the contents of the data are not stored in plain text.
However, these (password) hashes can easily be brute-forced with high-end consumer
hardware. A typical attack would be to download the entire hashed version of the
database and trying to guess the correct input of the hashing function offline until the
output matches with the hashed version of the database. Modern desktop consumer
GPUs can try millions of hashes every second. For example, a RTX 3080 achieves
18298.2 MH/s for SHA1 and 7881.9 MH/s in SHA2-256 in the Hashcat benchmark3 .
1

numbers scraped from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_data_
breaches
2
https://www.ibm.com/security/digital-assets/cost-data-breachreport
3
Tested on a personal consumer testbench. More details can be found in Appendix A.2.
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Alternatively, adversaries can rent computing power for cracking complex hashes
using off-site clusters, e.g., from the Amazon Cloud. Adversaries can pay more for
recent and powerful hardware, so it basically comes down to how much money is in
cracking those hashes compared to the total investment cost in renting a cluster.
Most online systems are set up as a service, meaning, users authenticate to a given
endpoint with username and password to get access to their online data, applications
or provided infrastructure. The crucial security parameter on user side is choosing
a long and complex password and protecting the login credentials, i.e., keeping
them confidential. There are numerous ways of getting access to a user’s login
credentials, e.g., via social engineering, but those are out of scope for this discussion.
On the side of the online service provider, however, the security parameters are vastly
different from the users’. The server does not only have to store and keep the login
credentials safe and secure, but also the users’ data itself. In order to achieve the
latter, service providers can store customer data in an encrypted form. The implication
with encrypted data is, that even if the data itself stays encrypted on server side, the
security risk is now transferred to the secure storage and safekeeping of the encryption
keys. As the server needs to commonly operate on the data, the keys must usually be
stored alongside the data so that the server can access it to decrypt and alter the data.
Herein lies the dilemma, because adversaries that have gained access to the server will
most likely be able to also have access to the encryption key, rendering the encryption
procedure useless.

6.2

Motivation

An obvious solution to this problem is the use of asymmetric encryption where the
user generates and owns a private-/public keypair and encrypts data with his public
key, and uses his private key for decryption, which he will also has to keep secret.
The biggest problem, however, is still that with such a solution, users would be fully
responsible for keeping their private key safe. Unfortunately, users very frequently
lose or forget their credentials or lose their keys, requiring a password reset on server
side. With an asymmetric solution, this would of course not be easily possible. Hence,
basic asymmetric encryption solutions carry a major usability disadvantage and are
therefore not commonly used and implemented in practice.
The fact that usability is generally more important than security in this field can be
inferred from the failing predictions from both industry and academia in the last two
decades: Researchers and experts were claiming that public-key cryptography would
mean the end of passwords. However, still until today, passwords have not been
replaced by any solution to be taken seriously as a widely adopted solution. While
there are plans like U2F, FIDO24 , Oauth5 , and WebAuthn6 , which showcase what
is technically possible, it is unlikely that online service providers will fully remove
password-based authentication anytime soon. FIDO2 aims to replace “knowledgebased” authentication (user knows something, e.g., a password) with “ownershipbased” authentication (something the user has) and leverages common devices (e.g.,
USB-devices, fingerprint readers, hardware tokens, etc.) to authenticate to online
services in both mobile and desktop environments. Oauth is an approach to share
login-mechanisms from bigger platforms for Single-Sign On (SSO) applications, e.g.,
signing in to a new service with an existing account from, e.g., Google. Switching
4

https://fidoalliance.org/fido2
https://oauth.net
6
https://www.w3.org/TR/webauthn
5
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away from simple password authentication will deter users who are used to this form
of authentication for decades.
Therefore, one can assume that common online authentication mechanisms will
still require username and password-credentials. A possible solution that is actually
feasible in practice must not change user behavior but rather implement user-centric
encryption services in the backend, ideally in a way that users do not need to fully
trust external parties with their sensitive information.

6.3

State-of-the-Art Password Hardened Encryption
Services

Password Hardened Encryption (PHE) services was first introduced by Lai et al.
[LER+ 18a]. Their contribution explained a novel solution to the aforementioned
problem. In its first published iteration, the PHE scheme introduces an additional
party to the encryption procedure called rate-limiter. In consecutive chapters, we will
also refer to the rate-limiter(s) as guardian(s).
The rate-limiter is a dedicated computing node that adds a layer of protection, similar
to other password-hardening services like Pythia [ECS+ 15] or Phoenix [LESC17].
In the authors’ paper, PHE was originally intended to replace the use of insecure
password hashes with a strong encrypted ciphertext of the password: Once a user
provides user-credentials (un: username, pw: password) to the system, the ratelimiter jointly computes a user-record and encryption key K that can be used to
encrypt/decrypt a message M . Upon user logout, K is deleted.
The basic workflow of the original PHE scheme is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. A semiformal description of the PHE scheme can be found in Section 6.4.

Encryption

End User

Server
(Online Service Provider)

(un, pw)

1

Encrypt(M)

2

3

1. Store (un, T)
2. Use M (e.g., to encrypt)
3. Delete M

(un, pw)

Decryption

Sample M
(e.g., AES key)

Rate-Limiter
(Crypto Service Provider)

1

Record T

Retrieve T

Decrypt(T)
2

3

1. Use M (e.g., to decrypt)
2. Delete M

Message M

Figure 6.1. General workflow of P HE for password encryption, taken from Lai et al. [LER+ 18a]

One of the key features of the scheme is the use of interactive zero-knowledge
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(zk) proofs for password authentication, meaning that the rate-limiter (the verifier)
can verify if a user-password is valid without the server (the prover) conveying the
password to the rate-limiter.
The main advantage of using a password-hardening scheme is to replace the lowentropy secret that lies within a user-defined password (or its resulting hash) with a
ciphertext-version that is encrypted with a high-entropy encryption key, generated
on-the-fly.
Nevertheless, password hardened encryption services are not exclusively bound to
password secrets. In fact, it can be utilized for any kind of low-entropy secret, with
passwords being the worst possible secret. Examples of other inputs include the use
of, e.g., biometric data (fingerprints, iris scans, face recognition, etc.) or other physical
properties that have low entropy. Theoretically, using biometric data would increase
security overall, as users tend to chose weak and uncomplicated passwords.

6.4

PHE Scheme

In this section, the general construction of the original PHE by Lai et al. [LER+ 18a]
is described. This semi-formal description aims to be comprehensible for readers
familiar with the basics of cryptography.
Encryption For encrypting a message (= enrolling a new user record), the server
will initialize a symmetric key encryption (SKE) K and samples a random value (nS ).

K←$ SKE Keys

nS ←$ Salts
The rate-limiter on his side does so too, sampling a random nR :

nR ←$ Salts

After the server sends over the enrollment (encryption) request for a user, the ratelimiter uses his own secret key (skR ) and two known hashing functions H0 and H1 to
perform a PRF (pseudorandom function) evaluation (twice). The server then sends
the resulting values back to the server:
  

y0
H0 (nR )skR
=
y1
H1 (nR )skR
The server then computes his own PRF twice with the user’s password (pw) to obtain
the two products h0 and h1 , where h1 is used to one-time pad the key K.
  

h0
H0 (nS , pw)skS · y0
=
h1
H1 (nS , pw)skS · y1 · K skS
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Finally, the server can use the key K to encrypt the message M to the ciphertext c.
c = SKE.Enc(K, M )

After the encryption is finished, the server will delete K and M and stores a user
record T . This record will be used in the decryption protocol to regenerate the key
and the message.

T = (un, (h0 , h1 , c), nS , nR )
Decryption For retrieving the user data, the server obtains all relevant information
back from the stored user record T :

(un, (h0 , h1 , c)nS , nR ) = T
The server calculates the PRF values with its own secret key (skS ) and then sends half
of the PRF value (y0 ) to the rate limiter.
y0 = h0 /H0 (nS , pw)skS
z = h1 /H1 (nS , pw)skS
On rate-limiter side, it will check if the PRF value is valid (= user password is valid)
with its secret key (skR ) and will return the other half y1 and a proof back to the
server.

if y0 = H0 (nR )skR then
y1 = H1 (nR )skR
Now the server can regenerate the key K and recover the ciphertext.
1

K = (z/y1 ) skS
M = SKE.Dec(K, c)

6.5

Finding and Identifying Use Cases for PHE

In the light of this thesis, we will introduce some new ideas along some specific use
cases for PHE that we believe can directly be applied in practice. The motivation
of this proposal is to indicate the applicability of PHE in different use cases besides
password encryption. In fact, PHE can be used to offer protection for any kind of
sensitive information. With some minor architectural changes, it can not only be used
for protecting data at rest but also for real-time online communication (data in transit).
The next subsections will introduce and discuss some possible use cases for PHE that
are possible in real-world applications. The results of this analysis can be used to
derive use case-specific applications that are possible with the technology. Afterwards,
an example application can be found in Chapter 8 of this thesis.
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6.5.1

Data Breach Prevention with PHE

One of the most predestined use cases for PHE is to protect sensitive information
in case of a data breach. Since all the information stored on the service’s server is
encrypted at any point in time and the rate-limiter does not store any information as
well, the stolen data records are useless for the adversary. Even if the attacker has
access to huge amounts of computing power, passwords or encryption keys cannot be
brute-forced. Furthermore, due to the user-centric protocol design, each data-entry in
the database gets encrypted with a user-specific key, resulting in full protection of all
other data records in case the user-password gets leaked a different way.
This use case—as it is the original motivation behind PHE—is already discussed
in great detail in the original paper of Lai et al. [LER+ 18a]. However, it has been
included here again for the sake of completeness.

6.5.2

Secure File / Disk Encryption

PHE can be used to encrypt single files or disk drives as well. Compared to other
applications that allow users to encrypt files with a password, PHE can be used to
offer stronger brute-force protection while keeping the simplicity and usability of
a password. Since every request requires communication with the external cryptoguardian, too many failing decryption requests can easily be rate-limited. This could
be a major security improvement over programs like the Acrobat Suite from Adobe
which offers the possibility to password-protect PDF files. In fact, PDF encryption
using these programs is inherently insecure and can easily be broken, as illustrated
by Ising et al. [IM19]. We evaluated this use case by building an electron-based
desktop application that was able to encrypt PDF files with a PHE-generated key
that was derived from a password users have to enter before viewing the contents of
the PDF. Fig. 6.2 illustrates the structure of our PDF viewer prototype. Note: The
illustration depicts the use of multiple guardians. This is a feature of (t,m)-PHE which
is described later in Chapter 7.
PHE
Guardian 1

Electron App
PHE
SDK

PHE
Guardian 2

Encrypted
PDF

...

PHE
Guardian m

PDF Viewer

Figure 6.2. Secure electron-based PDF viewer using (t, m)-PHE

There are many other possibilities for this use case to be used in practice, e.g., one
can imagine a password manager that uses PHE to store password-databases in the
cloud without having to trust the hosting server to leak information. Another variant
is a secure online file-sharing service like Dropbox, which stores only encrypted
versions of uploaded files. For the latter, PHE would not necessarily need to encrypt
the file with a whole new key for every user but only a dedicated decryption-key that
is protected with the different user-records. This would help with deduplication and
store bandwidth on server side.
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6.5.3

Secure Key Backup

PHE can also help with one of the biggest usability problems of asymmetric encryption: secure backup of secret keys. Users that lose access or forget/accidentally delete
their secret key lose access to sign or access old messages where they previously used
their key. Since ownership of the key is equivalent of ownership of digital messages
or assets, this implication may even cause financial damage and frustration. Synchronizing the same secret key across different devices is cumbersome in practice and
often requires users to transmit the keys over insecure channels. Password-hardened
key backup can be a secure way to derive a secret key from the user’s password in a
decentralized fashion in cooperation with the rate-limiter. Every time users enter their
password, the same key will be generated on their device on-the-fly. This would even
allow to keep an encrypted version of a secret key on (public) service providers that
can be “activated”, i.e. the users can authorize the service provider to use the key to
sign a message, etc. via user authentication. The following two use cases are more
concrete iterations of this idea.

6.5.4

Full-control protection of digital (financial) assets

Bitcoin, as the first of many cryptocurrencies, was first introduced in a whitepaper by
Nakamoto [Nak08] in 2008. As Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies are growing in
popularity and are gaining substantial user adoption since the year 2017, numerous
solutions to store digital keys more securely and more conveniently arise. Today, users
can choose between three different options to digitally store private keys: either use
a software wallet that stores the private key on their end-device, a hardware wallet
which stores the private key on a dedicated cold storage device that only transmits
signed messages over USB/Bluetooth or to use an online wallet / exchange to have
the online service provider store the key for them. While the first two options rely on
the users to keep and manage the keys themselves, the latter option puts the trust on
the server side. While Bitcoin and other crypto assets rise in price and value, those
online exchanges become honeypots for hackers, incentivizing them to break into the
systems and steal users’ funds. In fact, $292,665,886 worth of cryptocurrency and
510,000 user logins were stolen from crypto exchanges in 2019 alone7 .
Even financial institutions, e.g., PayPal, that offer buying and selling of Bitcoin
and other cryptocurrencies shy away from exposing private keys to their application
servers8 . In fact, when users are buying cryptocurrency, e.g., Bitcoin on PayPal’s
platform, they are not really buying the underlying digital asset but rather an IOU
contract (“I owe you”) that is nothing but a financial debt contract to promise the users
the value of the asset. This means, that PayPal is not actually offering or transferring
Bitcoin in their system, but rather allows users to buy these contracts and keeps the
real assets as collateral themselves. The obvious implications of this are that users
cannot withdraw or send Bitcoins out of PayPal and do not have full control of their
keys (assets respectively). It is safe for the financial institution but puts users in a big
trust-disadvantage.
A solution like PHE can transfer existing systems from IOU contracts to usercontrolled asset transaction by giving users full ownership of their digital assets.
With users generating the necessary private keys jointly with the rate-limiter, they can
7

https://cointelegraph.com/news/most-significant-hacks-of-2019new-record-of-twelve-in-one-year. Last accessed: 2020-11-09
8
https://newsroom.paypal-corp.com/2020-10-21-PayPal-Launches-NewService-Enabling-Users-to-Buy-Hold-and-Sell-Cryptocurrency.
Last
accessed: 2020-11-09
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safely be stored on server side. Every time a transaction needs to be made, users must
authenticate with their password to unlock the key to sign a transaction. Once it is
signed, the key is then be destroyed and thus, cannot be stolen or leaked from the
server of the financial institution / online wallet / exchange.

6.5.5

Secure Email

Many of today’s solutions for secure email communication require layers on top of
email’s basic protocols. Approaches like PGP/GPG or S/MIME put the responsibility
of keys and certificates on the users’ side. Although this is the most trusted solution
for technical people, those approaches are not very usable to non-technical people,
because the keys and certificates must be managed and protected by the user. Even
simple user error, like losing access to the key or certificate can lead to permanent dataloss. Services like ProtonMail 9 , Posteo 10 or Tutanota 11 offer automatic encryption
of emails, but only “internally”, i.e. when mails are sent to mail addresses of the same
service. A synchronization of the keys via a third party inevitably leads to a trust
problem, since the keys are located on the operator’s servers.
With some additions and enhancements, PHE can be used to build a trustless email
setup that does not require any additional software or special setup to enable everyday
users of email to communicate via secure end-to-end encrypted emails. A full indepth case study of this specific use case is discussed and explained in great detail
in Chapter 8.

6.6

Implementation Overview

We created a reference implementation of the PHE scheme using the Rust programming language [MKI14] to iterate on the idea of the original PHE paper. In this
section, we will give an implementation overview of the Rust project and explain the
individual components of the architecture.
The PHE reference implementation is illustrated in Fig. 6.3 and includes every internal
package used in the project. External packages are omitted in the diagram. Dotted
lines show dependencies of the packages in the project.
The following is an explanation of the depicted packages in the diagram:
core: The core package is a meta-package that includes the reference implementations
of the PHE protocol scheme, including core_client, core_guardian and core_webclient.
In other words, core and its included packages contain the entire crypto-protocol
features of PHE, namely enrollment (encryption), validation (decryption) and keyrotation. The package offers building blocks for the application interfaces that are
part of services.
services: The service meta-package includes deployable endpoint-implementations of,
e.g., guardians and webclients. Moreover, the lambda package includes definitions of
serverless lambda-functions for enroll, validate and status that can be easily deployed
on, e.g., AWS Lambda12 Furthermore, the prototype module email_proxy is also
included in the services meta-package.
9

https://protonmail.com
https://posteo.de
11
https://tutanota.com
12
https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/
10
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Figure 6.3. PHE components diagram

The prototype module email_proxy contains the reference implementation of a case
study that is later explained in Chapter 8.
extensions: All of PHE’s client features can also be compiled into a wasm module
using Rust’s capability to WebAssembly. This ensures a significant improvement in
speed and deployability, since WebAssembly can run natively in a web browser and
does not require additional client installation. The services package also includes a
PHP extension that can be easily used, e.g., for WordPress installations to protect user
data (login information, passwords, etc.). In addition, the SimpleSAML extension can
be used to password-harden authentication services and SSO applications.
utils: General utility-functions used throughout the project, e.g., common procedures
and proof definitions.
Due to the high modularity and portability of PHE’s core functions, modules and
extensions, it allows for flexible deployment solutions: For example, service providers
can use PHE to run an online client of the SDK in the cloud to interact with the
guardian(s). In that case, users need to place some trust in the service provider,
since password (hashes) are transmitted to their server. However, since PHE can be
compiled directly to WebAssembly, it can directly be deployed on users’ machines,
running inside the web browser of their end-devices. In that scenario, sensitive
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credentials never leave the users’ devices at any point in time.
Shortcomings of Original PHE The obvious flaw of the original PHE scheme is
that the introduced rate-limiter is a single-point of failure. Since every encryption and
every decryption requests needs to communicate to the rate-limiter, an outage would
have grave results in real-world scenarios, rendering the entire encrypted datastore on
the server useless. In the next chapter, we will describe a solution to the problem by
splitting the single point of failure into multiple guardians.
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Chapter 7
Scaling Password Hardened
Encryption Services
In this chapter, an evolutionary next step for Password Hardened Encryption Services
is shown, namely the extension of the original PHE scheme with multiple guardians.
The following sections include an introductory motivation for extending the scheme,
the resulting benefits that become relevant after the modification and also a detailed
evaluation of the resulting threshold-based scheme is given. The evaluation includes
a prototype implementation and results, such as latency, throughput and overall
performance.

7.1

Motivation

While the original publication of PHE, as described in Chapter 6, opened up many
possible use cases and offers a novel solution for protecting sensitive information,
actual applicability in the industry has not been considered seriously, due to the
single rate-limiter instance that represents a single point of failure. If the rate-limiter
becomes unavailable, e.g., because of a power outage, network error, etc., the entire
system using PHE would become unresponsive or downright unusable. Moreover, if
the rate-limiter turn rogue, it can actively refuse to answer requests. Even worse, if
the rate-limiter key is lost, then all user data is effectively lost permanently. These
potential issues may discourage service providers from deploying PHE, as they may
not want to ultimately depend on third parties for emergency access to their data. The
risks involved include potential lost of money and reputation, simply because data
cannot be recovered when the single rate-limiter refuses to answer honestly and can
not be restored.
A natural solution to this problem is to introduce more rate-limiters in the hope that
even if some of them are corrupt or unavailable, the whole system remains secure and
functioning. The naïve solution of duplicating the rate-limiter into multiple instances
increases availability, but at a cost of security. If anyone of the instances of the
rate-limiter is corrupt, any benefit brought by PHE would be nullified, as the clones
would store redundant keys.
A second trivial solution could consider using PHE to encrypt secret-shares of a
message. This will not be secure, however, since an adversary could potentially
corrupt bot the server and one of the rate limiters and engage in the decryption
protocol to learn a share of the message. The adversary can then uncorrupt the first
rate-limiter and repeat the procedure with every other rate-limiter until he has learnt
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every share and can recover the message.
A third idea would be to emulate the rate-limiter using general secure multi-party
computation (MPC). However, this would be highly computationally expensive and
highly interactive, rendering this solution unfeasible in practice.
Therefore, a solution that would distribute the trust of a single rate-limiter onto
multiple entities would be a solution for this problem. Moreover, a splitting of the
trust among multiple rate-limiters can also increase security alongside offering better
availability: an adversary would need to compromise multiple, i.e., the majority of ratelimiters to wrongfully get access to the generated session keys used for cryptographic
operations, i.e., encryption, decryption, signing of messages, etc. The security of
(t, m)-PHE guarantees that as long as the adversary does not control both the server
and at least t rate-limiters, (t, m)-PHE schemes provide the same security guarantees
like those of PHE schemes.
The contribution to this problem is illustrated in this thesis, as well as in our publication
of Threshold Password Hardened Encryption Services [BEL+ 20]. The described
solution uses the Fiat-Shamir secret sharing technique to distribute secret knowledge
over multiple guardians. The construction of a (t, m)-PHE scheme can be seen as
a generalization of the original PHE scheme, where a secret key of one guardian
is shared to multiple guardians. In contrast to [LER+ 18a] it uses a private-key
encryption scheme and exploits the linearity of the Shamir secret sharing [Sha79] and
the ElGamal encryption [ElG84]. resulting (t, m)-PHE scheme features the ability
to use a threshold-scheme where threshold t out of all m available guardians need
to be contacted during each request. A closely related notion is password-protected
secret sharing (PPSS) [BJSL11], which provides similar functionality as that of (t, m)PHE, with different formulations in syntax and security definitions. The key feature
separating (t, m)-PHE from PPSS is key-rotation. Indeed, a (t, m)-PHE can be seen
as a PPSS scheme with key-rotation.

7.2

(t, m)-PHE Scheme

The general idea for the (t, m)-PHE scheme is to emulate the rate-limiter via a
special-purpose MPC protocol by a “secret-sharing in exponent” technique. For this
scheme, the main ingredients of the technique are symmetric-key encryption (SKE),
a decisional Diffie-Hellman Group G and two different hashing functions H0 , H1
hashing bitstrings to G.
Encryption First, the encryption scheme is described as follows: A ciphertext c is
generated by SKE (e.g. AES), a secret key of the server (sk) and two group elements
C0 and C1 :

c = SKE.Enc(sk, (C0 , C1 ))
The group elements themselves consist of the message padded with the salted hash of
the user’s password together with a pseudo-random value computed on the salt (n)
with the key rk.
  


  
C0
H0 (pw, n)
H0 (n)
0
where
=
+ rk ·
+
C1
H1 (pw, n)
H1 (n)
M
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The key rk is secret shared into (rk1 , . . . , rkm ) and distributed to m rate-limiters:

share(rk) → (rk1 , . . . , rkm )
Decryption For decryption, the server inputs Y0 and Y1 which can be computed
using C0 and C1 , removing the salted hash values. If the password is correct, Y0 and
Y1 should be equal to the padding as shown here:
  

  
Y0
H0 (n)
0
= rk ·
+
Y1
H1 (n)
M
Afterwards, the rate-limiters can input their shares of rk and jointly compute the
message M if the password is correct for some random value r:
 


Y0
H0 (n)
(r1)
− rk ·
(= M )
Y1
H1 (n)

7.3

Implementation and Results

Contents of this section were published by the author of this thesis in Proceedings
of the 2020 ACM SIGSAC Conference on Computer and Communications Security
(CCS) [BEL+ 20].
We have implemented the (t, m)-PHE construction in Python using the Charm framework [AGM+ 13]. For interactions, we use the falcon REST framework (for the
rate-limiter), Python requests (for the server), and HTTP keep-alive. As in [LER+ 18a]
we instantiate the hash functions with SHA-256 and the group with NIST P-256.
This enables meaningful comparison between our results and those of [LER+ 18a].
All our results are measured in a LAN and a more realistic WAN setting (between
North California and Oregon; ping 21ms) for different choices of the threshold t and
number of rate-limiters m. Interactions are made by POST calls. The rate-limiters
use in-memory dictionaries for storing the states. The server is sending out multiple
requests at once and waits for t rate-limiters to respond.
For evaluating our test results, we consider two edge use cases for testing: 1) a
centralized login to a popular website or service (using e.g., Amazon AWS) and 2)
a security-focused application or service, e.g., signing a transaction with an online
wallet or exchange platform. The core difference between the chosen edge cases is
speed and latency. Because users of a frequently visited website expect the login
process to be fast and responsive, (t, m)-PHE needs to deliver reasonable latency and
throughput results to meet this requirement. Comparison: As of January 2021, the
current maximum quota for cryptographic operations is 300 requests per second1 . In
contrast, applications or services that are highly security-critical like, for example,
signing a blockchain transaction with a sensitive private key, can cope with slower
latency and throughput, since in this case, security is more important than speed. Even
a throughput of seven transactions per second is still reasonable, since comparable
applications (like Bitcoin) offer a throughput of 4-6 transactions per second 2 .
1

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/kms/latest/developerguide/requestsper-second.html
2
https://www.blockchain.com/charts/transactions-per-second
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7.3.1

Results

Latency We measured the latency of encryption (resp. decryption) of the (t, m)PHE scheme, i.e., the time needed to complete an encryption (resp. decryption)
protocol execution.
For t = m = 1, Table 7.1 shows that the average latency for encryption is 8.431
ms (LAN) and 94.911 ms (WAN), and that for decryption is 18.763 ms (LAN) and
147.970 ms (WAN), where the averages are taken over 1000 executions. Further
experiments show that the threshold t and total number of rate-limiters m do not affect
the latency significantly, except for a minor communication overhead, because the
protocol will continue as soon as t parties, who run in parallel, have answered.
Table 7.1. Latency comparison between PHE and (t, m)-PHE

Scheme
[LER+ 18a] - Encrypt
[LER+ 18a] - Decrypt
(t, m)-PHE in LAN - Encrypt
(t, m)-PHE in LAN - Decrypt
(t, m)-PHE in WAN - Encrypt
(t, m)-PHE in WAN - Decrypt

Latency in ms
4.501
4.959
8.431
18.763
94.911
147.970

Our scheme has a higher latency by an estimated factor of two for encryption and
a factor slightly higher than three for decryption (see Table 7.1), mainly due to
the additional communication rounds (2x for encryption and 3x for the decryption
protocol) compared to the PHE in [LER+ 18a].
Throughput To estimate the computational resources needed, we also measured
the throughput (maximum number of encryption and decryption requests per time) of
(t, m)-PHE for different thresholds t and number of rate-limiters m. For various values
of (t, m) with t = m, Fig. 7.1 shows the inverse of the throughput (i.e., amortized
time per request) of the server against the threshold of t. Likewise, we report the
inverse of the throughput of the rate-limiters in Fig. 7.1. Points on the figure are
averages over single-, dual, quad- and octa-core performances, with 1000 executions
each. The raw data is reported in Table 7.2. For generating amortized benchmarking
results, we fixed the time for network traffic and randomness generation, as generating
large numbers of random values may cause odd runtime artifacts. However, this is not
a restriction, because generating those values can be done via pseudorandom functions
(e.g., SHA2 or AES with hardware acceleration). Fig. 7.1 shows that the amortized
time per request scales linearly with the threshold t. Further experiments show that
increasing the number of rate-limiters m for a fixed threshold t does not significantly
affect the throughput.

7.3.2

Scalability

Table 7.2 shows that the throughput of (t, m)-PHE scales linearly with the number of
cores. Throughput results below 300 req/s are marked gray in the table to highlight
that the result would not suffice for real-world applications or popular sites but are
sufficient for security-critical applications and services (see Section 7.3).
For real-world deployment (300 requests per second), we would expect an implementation to use a single TLS connection for all messages in an encryption or decryption
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Figure 7.1. Amortized time per request against threshold t
Table 7.2. Encryption and decryption requests per second

Threshold t
1 ([LER+ 18a])
1
3
5
8
11
13
15
Threshold t
1 ([LER+ 18a])
1
3
5
8
11
13
15

1-Core
1097.51
1044.93
546.76
367.70
257.51
192.95
162.88
144.27

Encryption
2-Core
2186.59
1993.20
1080.64
742.97
510.17
375.96
324.38
286.98

Requests/s
4-Core
4466.24
3821.29
2087.75
1440.42
992.99
744.61
636.10
567.06

8-Core
8509.77
7469.21
4020.21
2820.17
1920.39
1436.60
1244.31
1093.45

1-Core
958.23
394.05
166.77
107.46
70.49
51.64
43.98
38.41

Decryption Requests/s
2-Core
4-Core
1739.31 3658.78
770.41
1460.12
336.20
648.21
214.14
412.59
139.80
272.14
103.00
201.24
87.71
171.18
76.42
150.07

8-Core
7081.30
2883.66
1259.41
807.90
528.41
387.20
329.63
288.05

protocol execution. Consequently, the results show that the optimal balance of cores
and rate-limiters for our python implementation is a minimum of two cores when
using a threshold higher than five for encryption. Analogous, the optimum number of
cores for decryption is around four cores when using a threshold higher than five.
Note that throughput performance is increasing faster with the core count than it is
decreasing with the corruption threshold. This ensures easy adaptability in real-world
applications, because service providers can easily compensate the lower throughput
caused by higher corruption thresholds by using more cores.
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7.3.3

Comparison to Memory-Hard Functions

Memory-hard functions are used in practice for password hashing and passwordbased key-derivation. Considering current recommendations for best practice [SM16],
we note that algorithms like scrypt or Argon2 [BDK16a] are usually configured to
limit login throughput to tens of requests per second which is significantly slower
than using (t, m)-PHE. Therefore, (t, m)-PHE can directly be used in practice while
simultaneously offering better security against offline-brute force attacks.
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Chapter 8
Case Study: Password Hardened
Encrypted Email
No other internet-connected communication service is as popular as regular email
traffic. In fact, 281 billion emails were sent in 2018 over the legacy IMAP, SMTP
and POP protocols every day and the number is expected to increase to over 347
billion daily mails in 2022 [J. 19]. Since its start, email communication does not
have implemented first-layer mechanisms for encrypted emails, mainly due to backwards compatibility to older mail servers. Of course, many solutions for secure
email communication are available, such as the widely used OpenPGP [CDFT98] /
GnuPG [Koc98] and S/MIME [RT04].
Many of today’s solutions for secure email communication require layers on top of
email’s basic protocols. Approaches like PGP/GPG or S/MIME put the responsibility
of keys and certificates on the users’ side. Although this is the most trusted solution
for technical people, those approaches are not very usable to non-technical people,
because the keys and certificates must be managed and protected by the user. Even
simple user error, like losing access to the key or certificate can lead to permanent
data-loss. As a result, mentioned solutions are not being used in everyday email
communication. In this chapter, we present a solution called PHEMAIL (Password
Hardened Encrypted Mails), which allows for end-to-end encrypted mail communication, that is oblivious to the users, as it does not change the user interface whatsoever.
Our approach uses the user’s password to interact with a password hardening scheme
to derive encryption keys. We also show that our approach is feasible in an evaluation
experiment and discuss the security properties of our contribution.
While mentioned solutions are theoretically sound, wide overall user adoption of these
approaches did not yet happen, as it requires a high entry-barrier, deeper technical
understanding and additional software. Plus, users are prone to losing their userspecific key or access to the key, what is required by end-user cryptography.
Out-of-the-box security is nowadays expected in the software tools of today. We
believe that out-of-the-box encrypted email communication, which does not require
any user interaction, will widen the use of encrypted communication on a broader
scale. Services like ProtonMail1 , Posteo2 or Tutanota3 offer automatic encryption of
emails, but only “internally”, i.e. when mails are sent to mail addresses of the same
service. A synchronization of the keys via a third party inevitably leads to a trust
1

https://protonmail.com/
https://posteo.de
3
https://tutanota.com/
2
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problem, since the keys are located on the operator’s servers. The most promising
approach closest to the solution of this problem is the Autocrypt specification [At20],
aiming at incrementally replacing plain text emails with end-to-end encrypted traffic.
Despite the name of the project, Autocrypt is merely an ambitious set of guidelines
for application developers to offer support for mail clients. Unfortunately, client and
user adoption stays low.
Our Contribution In contrast to existing techniques for email encryption, we use a
cryptographic procedure to encrypt the required key pair (private & public key), that
is then automatically generated when logging in to the mail server. Our technology
solves the problem that the required key pair does not exist at any point in time on
the server of a third party. Through a cryptographic procedure, the private key is
calculated by a multi-party computation through the interaction of user password,
private key part of the server and private key part of the rate limiter. An attacker who
compromises only one or two of the three required components does not obtain the
secret email key. The technology also provides reliable protection against insider
attacks and brute-force attacks both online and offline.
Related Work This paper heavily relies on the work of Lai et al. [LER+ 18a] introducing Password Hardened Encryption (PHE) services. Originally designed to protect
online service providers from data breaches, we applied the security properties PHE
provides to build a system that can be used for convenient end-to-end communication
in the example of email communication. Password based key derivation functions like
scrypt and Argon2 [BDK16b] and other memory-hard functions are usually slower
compared to the small overhead of PHE, so they are not preferred for our purposes.

8.1

Analysis, Goals and Assumptions

In this section we seek to clarify the goals for our system and the assumptions on
which our design rests. These goals are requirements for a sound and practical solution
of our approach to be used in practice. Additionally, we check if the required goals
are met with our solution approach later in Section 8.3.2. The quality criteria involve
deployment goals, usability goals, and security and privacy goals,

8.1.1

Deployment Goals

Because one can not expect a wide adoption of our technique from the start, one must
consider different edge cases during deployment.
Backwards compatibility. Users might still receive emails that are encrypted using
different encryption algorithms or do not use encryption at all. In these cases, emails
must be detected as such and forwarded as is to the users’ email clients.
Partial adoption. In case PHEMAIL user A sends an encrypted email to a new user
B that is not using PHEMAIL, yet, the system needs to encrypt the email message in
a way, so that B can get access to the message’s content after an onboarding process.
The onboarding process includes sending an initial email from A to B that includes a
link to enroll B’s password with the PHEMAIL service.

8.1.2

Usability Goals

The main goal of our approach is to enable true end-to-end encryption between the
mail participants without the user noticing or needing to install additional software.
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In contrast to common end-to-end encryption tools like pgp/gpg, the user’s endpoint
and behavior do not need to change.
In order to reach that goal, PHEMAIL has to be able to be used with minimal to no
configuration. For example, PHEMAIL can be used simply by directing email clients
to a specific server endpoint during initial setup. The specified endpoint then acts
as a proxy that will derive a high-entropy, user-specific cryptographic key used for
encrypting and decrypting mails without the user’s notice.

8.1.3

Security and Privacy Goals

PHEMAIL needs to ensure the following security and privacy goals:
Confidentiality. All of the users’ emails that are encrypted by PHEMAIL are only accessible by the users themselves. Mails are protected using full end-to-end encryption
at any point in time. Only the user’s password can be used to derive the user-specific
key for signing, encrypting or decrypting mails.
Authenticity. One of email’s strongest flaws lies in user and message authenticity,
because senders can provide any input in the message’s header field or metadata.
To counterfeit the spoofing of senders and to ensure stronger message authenticity,
PHEMAIL needs a decentralized public key repository alongside a mail verification
proof for mail verification.
Protection against third parties. Because the encryption keys are automatically
generated on user side and are not stored at any point in time on the server side,
email servers or third-party providers are not able to decrypt or read the user’s email
contents.
Forward Security. PHEMAIL is secure against persistent adversaries. In each round,
the attacker can compromise either the rate-limiter or the server and use whatever
he learned in the next round without gaining any additional advantage. Through key
rotation, keys can be updated without needing to decrypt the cyphertext first.
Distributed Trust. The email server needs help from external crypto servers (i.e.,
Guardians) for verifying user passwords. The (t, m) threshold-based password hardened encryption scheme applies Fiat-Shamir secret sharing to the password hardened
encryption scheme introduced by Lai et al. [LER+ 18a] and eliminates the single-point
of failure property of the original variant.

8.2

PHEMAIL System Overview

Password Hardened Encrypted Email (PHEMAIL) is a solution for encrypted email
conversations with the usability of a password. The overall approach does not change
the end-user interface and performs all relevant cryptographic operations in the background. The password hardened encryption scheme by Lai et al. [LER+ 18a] is used
for generating and deriving the necessary keypairs. In this section, we will describe
the overall system. We explain the improved security and usability improvements
along with our construction.
Our system introduces a middleware proxy between the user’s client and the existing
mail servers. In practice, users only need to change their IMAP/SMTP endpoint for
retrieving and sending mails, e.g., encrypted.domain.tld instead of imap.domain.tld.
Of course, server administrators can migrate to the newer system in the background
without having the user change anything. Figure 8.1 illustrates the approach.
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Figure 8.1. Overview of the PHEMAIL system

A PHEMAIL system consists mainly of four entities: the client, the mail server, an
oblivious external crypto service, and the P HEM AIL proxy. Below we give intuitive
descriptions of various operations performed by these entities. The P HEM AIL
proxyis assumed to have access to the email server S, meaning it can send and receive
emails on the behalf of the user.
Algorithm 1 Enrolling a new user for PHEMAIL.
1: procedure ENROLL U SER(un, pw)
2:
kP HE ← P HEGen(un, pw)
3:
Generate pgp keypair (sk, pk) for user
4:
sk = Enc(sk, kP HE )
5:
Distribute pk among users
Algorithm 2 Getting private key sk from pw of user
1: procedure GET PHE KEY(un, pw)
2:
p = phe_validate(pw)
3:
if pw is correct and not rate-limited then
4:
return sk, pk
Retrieving new mails In our scheme, the client needs to connect via SMTP to the
PHEMAIL proxy, using username and password authentication. The proxy will then
retrieve the decryption key via the PHE protocol. Using the client’s credentials, the
PHEMAIL proxy will connect to the email server via IMAP, downloads new mails,
decrypts all encrypted mails with the decryption key and forwards the decrypted mails
to the client.
Sending mails If a client A wants to send a new encrypted email to client B, A
first connects via SMTP to the PHEMAIL proxy, using username and password
authentication. The PHEMAIL proxy will then retrieve B’s public key from a key
store. If B has no public key yet, a “magic mailbox” with a one-time access token t
will be created, that will be sent to B. Else, PHEMAIL proxy will encrypt the content
of A’s email using B’ public key and sends it to the email server for B.
Mail Sender Verification If a client A wants to join PHEmail, he needs to verify that
he can receive mails on her address on a given point in time. Our mail verification
proof is described in Algorithm 5.
A confirmation is only valid if 1) all signed messages are available and valid 2) X was
chosen correctly, i.e., is a current version 3) it is not older than some refresh count
(after some time, re-verification of the confirmation is needed. This also removes
inactive proxies from the network 4) there is no newer entry available.
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Algorithm 3 Retrieving new mails on the proxy.
1: procedure RETRIEVE M AILS(un, pw)
2:
IMAP User Authentication
3:
Retrieve messages m from IMAP server
4:
if m are encrypted then
5:
if user exists then
6:
sk, pk ← getP HEkey(un, pw)
7:
p = Dec(m, sk)
8:
send p to user inbox
9:
else
10:
enrollU ser(un, pw)
11:
retrieveM ails(un, pw)

Algorithm 4 Sending mails via the proxy.
1: procedure SEND M AILS(un, pw, m, r)
2:
SMTP User Authentication
3:
sk, pk ← getP HEkey(un, pw)
4:
if r has public key then
5:
Retrieve public key pk from recipient r
6:
else
7:
Generate public key pk for recipient r
8:
Send onboarding link to r for setting pw
9:
c = Enc(m, pk)
10:
send c to r’s address

Algorithm 5 Mail verification proof
1: procedure VERIFY M AIL A DDRESS
2:
X as version of decentralized DB
3:
sample random r
4:
v = getV erif ierAddresses(r, X)
5:
if proof creator can receive mail from v then
6:
s = v.sign(pk, r, X)
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A proofs that he has a mail-address and version x selected that address (used for spam
protection, otherwise adversaries could trigger all proxies to send mails). These sign
the (public key, version) only if Alice can receive mail from her address (this happens
inside the proxy).

8.2.1

Improved Security

Our PHEMAIL system offers improved security for users’ emails in the following
sense: (1) a usability advantage because PHEMAIL can be seamlessly integrated
on the server’s system, therefore clients do not need to change anything on their
behavior or install additional software, (2) all emails on the mail server are always
encrypted, (3) it allows building full end-to-end encryption without the possibility of
user error, (4) keys can be updated without accessing the emails, (5) building a PKI
that is oblivious to the user.
To achieve these security improvements, our system makes crucial use of the services
offered by a crypto service which interacts with the email server. It also acts as a
rate-limiter on the number of unsuccessful login attempts by a user and therefore caps
the progression of an online brute-force attack of the users’ passwords.

8.2.2

Construction

Concretely, we make use of Password Hardened Encryption (PHE) [LER+ 18a] a
recently developed tool for boosting security of password-protected server storage.
PHE works by having the server interact with an external crypto service, called
the rate-limiter, for key derivation, where the key is used to encrypt user data and
itself depends on the user password, the server key and the rate-limiter key. In our
PHEMAIL constructions, the PHE server acts as the endpoint the user is connecting to.
After initialization with the user identity id, his keys uk and password pw, the server
stores a record Recid of client data in an encrypted form. Specifically, the record
consists of a public key pkE of a public-key encryption scheme ΠE . For accessing
emails, the user has to log in with the correct password pw which lets the PHE server
decrypt the client’s record and perform further operations, like en- or decrypting
emails to return the correct output to the client or the email server, respectively. With
the use of PHEMAIL, it is possible to update (rotate) the secret keys by interacting
with the PHE rate-limiter alone, a proactive security mechanism for forward security.
Notice that the viewing or the receiving mail server does not learn the secret keys of
the public keys of the client that stores the encrypted emails. Therefore, an adversary
corrupting the email server after the client login can only learn the metadata of the
client’s emails and cannot read the contents stored or in traffic.

8.3

Implementation and Evaluation

In this section we report the implementation and evaluation results of our prototype
implementation.

8.3.1

Experiment Setup

Our prototype implementation is able to act as a functioning middleware between the
user-endpoint and the respective mail-servers and can be deployed either on client-side
(alongside the mail client) or as a remote service, either alongside the mail service
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or completely isolated on a different system for the advantage of not having to trust
the mail service provider. The middleware software runs in the background. The user
does not have to manage the keys himself or install any other software.
We have implemented the password hardened encryption scheme and according IMAP
and SMTP proxies using the Rust programming language. REST interfaces are used
for data communication in JSON format.
The SMTP proxy listens for incoming connections and uses the user password to
either enroll the user through the guardian network or to retrieve the user-specific
key kP HE . The guardian network acts as a rate-limiter to prevent brute-forcing the
password. We used the pgp Rust crate for generating a new pgp key pair for encrypting
and decrypting messages. Using the lettre library, the decrypted mail content is then
being forwarded to the end-users mail client.
The IMAP proxy uses the user password to either enroll the user through the guardian
network or to retrieve the user-specific pgp keypair. The secret key is then being used
to decrypt the mail message. Using the lettre library, the decrypted mail content is
then being forwarded to the end-users mail client.
We did not implement a decentralized keystore for storing the public key records,
but a possible solution for production-ready systems can be a distributed ledger, e.g.,
blockchain of some sort. For our testing, we retrieved the keys from a local database.

8.3.2

Experiment Results

Fulfilled Deployment Goals We ensure full backwards compatibility and partial
adoption through an onboarding process for new users in the sendMails procedure.
New users automatically get a new key either by enrolling themselves or via receiving
an onboarding link from another user. If users decide to stop using PHEMAIL, they
can easily change their endpoints back to the original server endpoints. Of course,
users will lose the ability to send and receive automatically encrypted messages but
will have unrestricted access to their personal messages like before.
Regarding, partial adoption, new users can use either the onboarding process or simply
ignore the onboarding and keep using their mail service. In that case, individual
messages might be able to be decrypted on a one-time access basis via the onboardingemail.
Fulfilled Usability Goals We fulfilled the usability goals by allowing users to keep
their existing mail client installation and setup except a small configuration change on
their server endpoints. If service providers, enterprises, schools or universities want to
host their own instance of PHEMAIL, they can even replace existing IMAP / SMTP
services with P HEM AIL proxy installations. In that case, users would not even
need to alter their client configurations.
Fulfilled Security and Privacy Goals The flexibility in deployment methods ensures
the security and privacy goals authenticity, protection against third parties and distributed trust. By using the pgp/gpg mail encryption we ensure that only the sender
and recipients of the messages can read the content, i.e., confidentiality of the messages content. Our mail verification proof ensures the authenticity of mails through a
decentralized keystore and signatures from random participants that a specific user
of PHEMAIL is indeed control of his address. For the purposes of this evaluation,
we used a simple local database. We assume a decentralized solution in real-world
scenarios. The implementation of such a system is out of scope for this evaluation.
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Because it is possible to both deploy and use PHEMAIL without changing any part of
the IMAP / SMTP mail servers, PHEMAIL offers protection against third parties, i.e.
service providers or any other entity that is not on client-side.
The key rotation feature of PHE can be used to offer forward secrecy as keys can be
updated (rotated) after, e.g., a service provider informs its users that it was compromised. The update of keys does not need user interaction and can be triggered from
server side.
In addition to the original decentralized nature of email, PHEMAIL distributes trust
among multiple parties.

8.4

Limitations and Future Work

We note that any implementation of PHEMAIL adds a minimal complexity to existing
mail system setups. Another way of implementing PHEMAIL would be to directly
integrate the techniques provided by PHE into a custom mail client software. In this
case, the application would come with a bundled version of the PHEMAIL proxies’
abstracted implementation to handle en/-decryption of messages inside the application.
Unfortunately, such a solution would be harder to adopt among a broad user-base since
users are expected to alter their behavior and installed software, therefore impeding
our defined goals.
Another theoretical solution could leverage Rust’s ability to compile native WebAssembly modules (wasm) and bundle the module either directly into the mail client
or even in the mail message itself. Future work may focus on an implementation
mechanism or portable format to integrate such a WebAssembly module into messages
securely.
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Chapter 9
Discussion
To round off the second part of this thesis, a brief summary of the author’s contributions
and some implications and threats to validity are discussed in this chapter, analogous
to the concluding chapter of Part I.
Part II of this thesis took the groundwork of Lai et al. [LER+ 18a] and investigated
different use cases for the innovative encryption technology PHE. PHE, as a novel
solution for deriving generic user-specific keys from passwords in combination with
a third-party service is not exclusively applicable for strengthening encryption keys,
but also allows for trustless infrastructures and data storage, where even the service
provider does not have access to the stored data. The results of this investigation are
suitable for the development of reference implementations of the introduced use cases
that can easily be productized or used in practice.
The single most significant disadvantage of the original PHE scheme has been the
single-point-of-failure that is introduced by the third-party crypto service (rate-limiter).
In Chapter 7, the next evolutionary step of PHE has been introduced, eradicating the
flaws of the original scheme. By modifying the scheme into a threshold-based variant,
not only does the risk of the single-point-of-failure disappear, it also strengthens
security by relying on the proofs of multiple guardians instead of a single party. The
resulting (t, m)-PHE scheme guarantees that as long as an adversary does not control
both the server and at least t guardians, (t, m)-PHE schemes provide the same security
guarantees like those of PHE schemes but adds substantial improvements in terms of
availability and enables consensus among the network. Regarding internal validity,
this research is validated using formal proofs, published in [BEL+ 20].
One of the discussed use cases from Section 6.5 is password hardened encrypted
email or PHEMAIL. The resulting reference implementation has been proposed and
introduced in Chapter 8. It features an automatic email encryption solution which
ensures high security, privacy and usability goals and that is oblivious to the user.
PHEMAIL even protects users’ emails when using a non-trusted third-party email
provider because service providers will not get access to the encryption keys. The
result is an extremely simple and efficient email encryption service, which can be
readily deployed in existing online services without affecting the end users at all or
changing the database infrastructure significantly. An experimental evaluation shows
that the prototype implementation is capable of achieving the desired use case and
fulfills the defined goals and assumptions of a system that is secure, easy to use and
backwards compatible.
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Implications: Given our contributions described above, it is worth to be noted that
password resets cannot be easily performed because the guardians and the server
do not have the necessary privileges to do so. A possible solution is to store an
encrypted version of every user password on the server to solve this technical problem.
However, this of course would render the main purpose of PHE schemes (giving users
full control of their data) useless, because the stored encrypted password essentially
represents a backdoor / weakness to the system. This does not mean that users cannot
change their passwords (that would be a simple decrypt and re-encrypt of messages)
but only face a difficulty when trying to restore a lost or forgotten password.
Limitations: Even though (t, m)-PHE scales well for an increasing number of
guardians, real-world applications might stick to a reasonable number of guardians (510) for responsive latency and throughput results. Of course, the number of guardians
for highly critical datasets (e.g., backup keys in cold storage, etc.) can be much higher
since those use cases are not time-critical.
Next steps and future work: Possible future projects can focus on the construction
and implementation of the remaining use cases described earlier in Section 6.5.
Moreover, PHE schemes may be adapted for different use cases and applications used
in practice. This might include changes to the key rotation mechanism or how secrets
are shared among participants of the system.
Plus, a fully decentralized version of (t, m)-PHE is needed for fully trustless authentication for email participants that requires a decentralized public key storage, e.g., a
blockchain or similar distributed ledger technology.
Reflection: In addition to the summary given above, some final advice is provided for
research and work in the field of data (breach) protection in general. While there has
been substantial progress in the security domain regarding “external” protection, i.e.,
firewalls and intrusion detection, malware scanners, etc., this works want to highlight
a better alternative to the problem at hand: protecting data itself. It is important to
note that mentioned external protections and traditional protection mechanisms do not
become irrelevant when iterating and hardening encryption services. Transitioning
unencrypted databases or those using standard hashing or static encryption schemes
to more scalable and secure encryption services, like (t, m)-PHE, is rather to be seen
as a stronger core layer in the system. Meaning, faulty external configurations and
applications become less relevant than today, giving more time and possibility for
those systems to be improved or researchers / the industry to come up with better
versions of said systems.
Plus, the techniques described in this thesis ultimately provide progress on the way to
fully trustless infrastructure, where users can use third-party services without the risk
of services exploiting user trust. Since the 2017 hype in blockchain technologies, it
has become clear that the future of truly secure and trustless systems lies in decentralization in combination with users having full control over their data. We, as a society,
might not be ready for this future due to regulations, simplicity and usability, but this
work proposes one possible approach for giving users control of their data through
their passwords.
Reconciliation This chapter concluded the second part of the thesis. The contributions
described in Part II were part of a joint effort together with the research team of the
author’s supervisor Prof. Dr. Dominique Schröder.
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While the first major building block (original PHE) was exclusively provided by Lai
et al. [LER+ 18a], both the iteration and implementation of (t, m)-PHE services and
the PHEMAIL approach were part of the author’s PhD research.
With Part I describing a software-engineering driven approach to an automotivecentred research topic, Part II offers some concrete and finished ideas and implementations for data protection.
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Part III
Conclusion
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Chapter 10
Concluding Part I and II
This chapter concludes this thesis by giving a brief summary of the contributions and
results. Because this thesis is split in two parts, discussions, criticism and summaries
of the related contents has been appended to the respective ends of the parts. At this
point, a reader of this thesis should have gained insight in the development process
of safe and secure software architectures for automotive software systems (contents
of Part I) and Password Hardened Encryption Services (contents of Part II).
The two main contributions of this PhD research are 1) the Security Abstraction
Model (SAM) for automotive software systems and 2) reference implementations for
(t, m)-PHE services.
The first part of this thesis aimed to identify the problems and challenges of security
implications in cyber-physical systems. Using automotive software engineering
techniques, this work introduces a model-based security technique SAM based on
the domain-specific architecture- description language EAST-ADL. SAM aims to
be used by security engineers and system architects in the automotive domain to
analyze automotive software architectures by building attack-oriented threat models.
By analyzing published attacks on automotive software systems with SAM, it is
possible to derive security-requirements for the system architecture in a model that
is easily transferable and understandable among different stakeholders. Based on a
qualitative analysis using grounded theory, it can be concluded that SAM is feature
complete, understandable and suitable for industrial use.
Consequences of this work are a deep understanding of how the automotive software
development process works and how to iterate and improve on complex autonomous
vehicle systems using software engineering techniques. The introduced use cases, case
studies, techniques and tools offer a detailed insight and toolkit for anyone interested
in the field or wants to contribute to the research community.
In addition to the software engineering contribution in the form of SAM for the
automotive domain, this thesis also includes a second contribution in the second part
of this thesis: By iterating on the PHE protocol, this work aimed to improve the
PHE protocol scheme to scale better and to eliminate the single point of failure of
the original protocol. The result is a threshold-based (t, m)-PHE scheme that splits
trust among multiple distributed guardians while also improving overall security.
Moreover, multiple more use cases for PHE were discussed in this thesis, including P HEM AIL which aims to enable zero-setup encrypted email conversations.
Prototype implementations of this work evaluate the feasibility of (t, m)-PHE and
P HEM AIL.
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To reiterate on the goal to improve cyber-physical systems’ security, the combination
of the bottom-up approach ((t, m)-PHE) and our top-down approach (SAM) offers a
unique combination of techniques for information security research: By not limiting
the research area to a narrow field, the contributions made in this thesis include a
broader perspective on the research field. The chosen domains (automotive and password security) are lighthouse examples for the techniques described and introduced in
this work. An adoption to other fields and topics is not only possible but even desired:
The author hopes that the use case ideas that are showcased in this thesis will find
their way into practice and improve overall security of digital assets and information
for many people. Moreover, a combination of the research areas in form of a technical
improvement for automotive security using PHE techniques might be an interesting
research topic. For example, future challenges of autonomous driving may create a
need for increased security through PHE, e.g., by having a low-entropy secret appear
in the autonomous vehicle context.
To better understand the implications of these results, future studies could determine
the effects of using, e.g., a model-based security technique like SAM for large software
projects in the (automotive) industry. While this work suggests the use of SAM for
use in the automotive-domain, it is stated as a suggestion for this industry and field of
research. Exploration of similar techniques for this and other domains (e.g. aviation,
medical fields, finance, etc.) is also recommended. By improving the identification
and probing of (automotive) security attack vectors, we provide a robust foundation
for (automotive) security testing. The improvements of (t, m)-PHE over related work
mitigate the greatest shortcomings and offer strong and practical fundamentals for
protection against data breaches, insider attacks and loss of sensitive information
in a distributed manner. SAM and (t, m)-PHE aim to support security-by-design
in the CPS industry and offer the necessary insights and fundamentals to continue
conducting relevant research in these domains.
This research emphasizes the importance of security-by-design principles, but also
raises the question of how to effectively address the problems that exist in the industry.
This work provides some practical ideas, implementations and models to actually be
used in practice.
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Appendix A
Further information and references
A.1

List of UDS services
0 x10 :
0 x11 :
0 x14 :
0 x19 :
0 x22 :
0 x23 :
0 x24 :
0 x27 :
0 x28 :
0x2A :
0x2C :
0x2E :
0 x2F :
0 x31 :
0 x34 :
0 x35 :
0 x36 :
0 x37 :
0x3D :
0x3E :
0 x50 :
0 x51 :
0 x54 :
0 x59 :
0 x62 :
0 x63 :
0 x64 :
0 x67 :
0 x68 :
0x6A :
0x6C :
0x6E :
0 x6F :
0 x71 :
0 x74 :
0 x75 :

DiagnosticSessionControl
ECUReset
ClearDiagnosticInformation
ReadDTCInformation
ReadDataByIdentifier
ReadMemoryByAddress
ReadScalingDataByIdentifier
SecurityAccess
CommunicationControl
ReadDataPeriodicIdentifier
DynamicallyDefineDataIdentifier
WriteDataByIdentifier
InputOutputControlByIdentifier
RoutineControl
R eq u e st D o wn l o ad
RequestUpload
TransferData
RequestTransferExit
WriteMemoryByAddress
TesterPresent
DiagnosticSessionControlPositiveResponse
ECUResetPositiveResponse
ClearDiagnosticInformationPositiveResponse
ReadDTCInformationPositiveResponse
ReadDataByIdentifierPositiveResponse
ReadMemoryByAddressPositiveResponse
ReadScalingDataByIdentifierPositiveResponse
SecurityAccessPositiveResponse
CommunicationControlPositiveResponse
ReadDataPeriodicIdentifierPositiveResponse
DynamicallyDefineDataIdentifierPositiveResponse
WriteDataByIdentifierPositiveResponse
InputOutputControlByIdentifierPositiveResponse
RoutineControlPositiveResponse
RequestDownloadPositiveResponse
RequestUploadPositiveResponse
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0 x76 :
0 x77 :
0x7D :
0x7E :
0 x83 :
0 x84 :
0 x85 :
0 x86 :
0 x87 :
0xC3 :
0xC4 :
0xC5 :
0xC6 :
0xC7 :
0 x7F :

A.2

TransferDataPositiveResponse
RequestTransferExitPositiveResponse
WriteMemoryByAddressPositiveResponse
TesterPresentPositiveResponse
AccessTimingParameter
SecuredDataTransmission
ControlDTCSetting
R es p o ns e O nE v e nt
LinkControl
AccessTimingParameterPositiveResponse
SecuredDataTransmissionPositiveResponse
ControlDTCSettingPositiveResponse
ResponseOnEventPositiveResponse
LinkControlPositiveResponse
NegativeResponse

Hashcat Benchmark Results on a RTX 3080

The benchmark in Section 6.1 was tested on a testbench using an AMD Ryzen 3900X
CPU and a RTX 3080 using Linux and NVIDIA driver version 455.38 (OpenCL
1.2, CUDA 11.1.110) The full results can be viewed at: https://gist.github.
com/MarkusZoppelt/53ef42c986768c4492f4fe5410e020d4.
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